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Abstract

Tissue engineering scaffolds should support tissue maturation through exposure to biologically relevant stimuli and through successful cell infiltration. External electrical stimulation is particularly relevant for cardiac and neural applications, and requires conductive scaffolds to propagate electrical signals; cell infiltration is only possible with scaffolds that have sufficient porosity. The aim of this study was to impart conductivity and increased porosity of electrospun poly(ester amide) (PEA) scaffolds. Reduced graphene oxide (rGO) was incorporated into blend PEA and coaxial PEA-chitosan fibrous scaffolds, which increased scaffold conductivity and supported cardiac differentiation. The novel combination of ultrasonication and leaching of a sacrificial polymer was used to modify scaffold porosity, and resulted in an increase in pore area evaluated through image analysis. This approach aims to potentially promote tissue maturation with electrospun PEA scaffolds, by modifying both scaffold conductivity and porosity. This extends the relevance of electrospun PEA scaffolds to cardiac tissue engineering for the first time.
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Chapter 1

1 Introduction

This chapter provides an overall introduction to the thesis work.

1.1 Scope

Tissue engineering approaches repair, replace, and regenerate tissue for a range of drug discovery and clinical applications. Scaffolds are a key component of tissue engineering, as they support cells temporarily until they recreate their native extracellular matrix (ECM) at which point the scaffold should degrade. Scaffolds are expected to mimic the ECM, encourage cell adhesion and interaction, and facilitate nutrient and waste diffusion. There are a number of different scaffold fabrication methods, including particulate leaching, gas foaming, and electrospinning.

Electrospinning is of particular interest as it creates fibrous scaffolds that mimic the native fibrous ECM and encourage cell adhesion through their high surface area-to-volume ratios. Electrospinning uses electrostatic forces to eject a charged polymer solution from a needle to form fibers on a grounded collector. However, a challenge with electrospinning is that the resulting nanofibers pack into dense meshes with low porosity, limiting cell infiltration and overall tissue maturation. Different methods attempt to increase scaffold porosity, including ultrasonication and leaching of a sacrificial polymer. One of the objectives of this study is to combine both of these methods and evaluate scaffold porosity.

Electrospinning setups can be modified to suit various applications; for example, the needle spinneret can be coaxial or triaxial to create multiple core-shell layers within the fibers. The versatility of electrospinning also extends to material selection: both natural and synthetic materials can be electrospun. Poly(ester amide)s (PEA)s are a family of synthetic materials that can also contain natural components – amino acids. PEAs are beneficial for tissue engineering as they degrade into both acidic and basic degradation products, potentially limiting undesired pH drift. Other synthetic polymers are limited in...
their tissue engineering applications as their degradation products are more acidic and can be toxic to some cells.\textsuperscript{5}

Electrical stimulation is a biologically relevant stimulus necessary for cell-scaffold constructs to ensure tissue maturation, and is particularly relevant for cardiac, neural and skeletal muscle tissue.\textsuperscript{6} Conductive scaffolds enhance the propagation of both external signals and cell-cell signaling.\textsuperscript{7} However, PEA scaffolds are limited by their lack of conductivity. Graphene is a monolayer of carbon atoms known for its unique mechanical and electrical properties. Reduced graphene oxide (rGO) is somewhat similar to graphene and is easier to mass-produce compared to pure graphene. rGO is synthesized through the reduction of graphene oxide (GO), where the reduction restores the conductive properties.\textsuperscript{8} Different reducing agents have different advantages and include L-ascorbic acid (L-AA) and hydroiodic acid (HI) among others.\textsuperscript{8} Toxicity concerns are still being studied, but rGO is thought to be less toxic compared to GO, pure graphene\textsuperscript{9} and carbon nanotubes (CNTs).\textsuperscript{10} rGO has been used in composites to increase scaffold conductivity\textsuperscript{9–11} and has been used to coat electrospun fibers\textsuperscript{12,13} but there are limited examples of electrospinning rGO-containing materials,\textsuperscript{14,15} particularly with the intent of improving conductivity.\textsuperscript{16} The other objective of this study is to incorporate rGO into PEA electrospun scaffolds and evaluate the effect on scaffold conductivity.

Overall, this study aimed to improve electrospun PEA scaffolds for potentially supporting tissue maturation by encouraging cell infiltration and facilitating electrical stimulation; PEA scaffolds could then be extended to cardiac applications for the first time.

### 1.2 Thesis Outline

The thesis is divided into five chapters, including this overall introduction. The literature review (Chapter 2) introduces current research challenges and progress within the field of tissue engineering scaffolds, as well as background theory to key concepts including electrospinning. The methodology (Chapter 3) details the materials and methods used in this study, including the synthesis of rGO, the fabrication of rGO/PEA composite films and fibrous scaffolds, and the evaluation of resulting conductivity and effect on cells. It also details the scaffold modification methods used to increase porosity and subsequent
evaluation through image analysis. The results (Chapter 4) highlights the findings from the various experiments and includes an overall discussion of the research relevance. Chapter 5 summarizes and concludes the work, providing direction for future work.
Chapter 2

2 Literature Review

This chapter discusses the relevant background information and current research progress.

2.1 Tissue Engineering

Tissue engineering is an emerging field that combines engineering and life sciences to improve the field of regenerative medicine. Tissue engineering has clinical applications as well applications within in vitro and in vivo disease models, drug and cosmetic testing, and cancer and other cell-based research.\(^\text{17}\) Some common engineered tissues include bone, skin and blood vessels, and each requires different properties. Bone scaffolds require significant mechanical strength, while still allowing sufficient nutrient diffusion and vascularization by means of high porosity values. Skin also requires high permeability to facilitate nutrient diffusion, as well as the migration of epithelial cells; however, the focus is on elasticity. Blood vessels must be dynamic in nature, and have compliance to facilitate blood pumping and flow, and be resistant against rupture.\(^2\) Other engineered tissues include cardiac or neural tissue, which require scaffolds to be conductive\(^\text{18}\) (further discussed in Chapter 2.2).

Cardiac tissue engineering is of particular interest as cardiomyocytes have limited regeneration potential\(^\text{10}\) and therefore cardiac damage is permanent. Cardiac damage results from myocardial infarctions, coronary artery disease and congenital heart defects,\(^\text{19}\) which leads to scar tissue formation along with cardiomyocyte death. Scar tissue formation alters cardiac contractile and electrophysiological properties,\(^\text{7}\) ultimately resulting in heart failure.\(^\text{19}\) Tissue regeneration could provide a resolution to cardiac damage.

Scaffolds, often a key component in tissue engineering, provide a structure to which cells can attach, allowing the cells to then migrate and proliferate. Scaffolds can be made of natural or synthetic materials (further discussed in Chapter 2.3), and facilitate mass transfer of nutrients and waste products provided there is sufficient scaffold porosity.
(further discussed in Chapter 2.8). These scaffolds also influence cell behavior both mechanically and biologically, thus assisting in the development of three-dimensional (3D) tissue structures. The scaffolds mimic the cells’ native ECM, providing support until the cells have proliferated and produced their own ECM; the scaffold template can then degrade. There are different fabrication methods including particulate leaching, gas foaming and electrospinning (further discussed in Section 2.7), depending on the specific scaffold requirements.

2.2 Scaffold Electrical Conductivity

For some tissues (e.g. neural and cardiac), scaffolds may be beneficial if they are electrically conductive in order to facilitate external stimulation, a useful tool in tissue engineering.

2.2.1 Electrical Stimulation

Chemical, mechanical and electrical stimuli are important cues during development, and these natural stimuli can be used to improve the quality of tissue-engineered constructs. While internal electrical fields play a large role in the nervous and cardiac systems through action potentials, they also control general cellular functions including cell migration, gene expression and long-range intercellular signaling. Cells generate electricity through their resting membrane potential.

Electrical stimuli are transduced through the calcium/calmodulin pathway by increasing intracellular calcium, and follow a similar pathway in the body as mechanotransduction or chemotaxis. Electrical stimulation can be used to control cell proliferation and differentiation and organize tissue structure; it can also influence cell migration, enhance wound healing and bone remodeling, and improve regeneration of nervous or cardiac tissue. For example, electrical stimulation can directly influence neural cells and guide their growth and adhesion, and influence the ECM remodeling. Electrical stimulation functionality could be added to bioreactors, and complex stimulation patterns could be programmed appropriately. Conductive scaffolds could also be used to evenly distribute electrical stimuli throughout the scaffold material to regulate cell attachment and proliferation. An example of an electrical stimulation set-up is shown in Figure 2-1.
Figure 2-1: Electrical stimulation set-up schematic, where the cell-scaffold construct is placed in a medium and connected to an electrical circuit through two electrodes. Reproduced from Ref 18 published by The Royal Society of Chemistry.

In cardiac tissue engineering, electrical stimulation is particularly useful to guide cell alignment and differentiation, as well as cell coupling to influence the tissue’s contractile properties. In the native myocardium, cardiomyocytes are the contractile cells of the heart and form a functional syncytium. This syncytium is formed through gap junctions between the cells and allows electrical signals to propagate throughout the cardiac tissue and to produce contractile motion to efficiently pump blood out of the heart. There needs to be electromechanical coupling and electrical synchronization within the engineered construct and between the engineered and the host tissue. External electrical field stimulation promotes this electrical synchronization, to encourage functional gap junctions and to increase cell alignment and cardiac gene expression. For instance, conductive gold-coated collagen fibers showed that electrical stimulation can enhance cardiac gene expression in MSCs in cardiomyogenic media.

2.2.2 Conductive Composite Scaffolds

Conductive scaffolds are useful for electrical stimulation, as they encourage electrical signal propagation. Composite materials are often used to increase the electrical conductivity of the scaffolds and are designed for tissue engineering applications that benefit from electrical stimulation and conductive scaffolds, primarily cardiac and neural tissues. As presented in Table 2-1, many of the conductive composite materials are carbon based, including rGO, graphene and CNT, but some groups have used gold
nanowires/nanotubes (GNW/NT). Some groups used electrospinning to form fibrous scaffolds while other groups used various methods to form other porous scaffolds.

Table 2-1: Conductive Composite Scaffolds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conductive Material</th>
<th>Scaffold Type</th>
<th>Other Materials</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Year &amp; Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rGO</td>
<td>Hydrogel</td>
<td>GelMA</td>
<td>Cardiac</td>
<td>2016&lt;sup&gt;10&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNF</td>
<td>Porous</td>
<td>Chitosan</td>
<td>Cardiac</td>
<td>2014&lt;sup&gt;11&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>Nanofiber film</td>
<td>Collagen</td>
<td>Cardiac/Neural</td>
<td>2011&lt;sup&gt;21&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNT</td>
<td>Hydrogel</td>
<td>GelMA</td>
<td>Cardiac</td>
<td>2013&lt;sup&gt;22&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNW</td>
<td>Porous</td>
<td>Alginate</td>
<td>Cardiac</td>
<td>2012&lt;sup&gt;23&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNT/NW</td>
<td>Porous</td>
<td>Polyurethane</td>
<td>Cardiac</td>
<td>2016&lt;sup&gt;24&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphene</td>
<td>Fibrous</td>
<td>Blend Poly(vinyl alcohol)/Alginate</td>
<td>Neural</td>
<td>2017&lt;sup&gt;16&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rGO</td>
<td>Coated/core-shell fibrous</td>
<td>Blend PLGA/Polyvinyl chloride (PVC)</td>
<td>General tissue engineering/conductive cell culture</td>
<td>2016&lt;sup&gt;13&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gold nanowires/nanotubes (GNT/NW) were incorporated into poly(urethane) (PU).<sup>24</sup> PU-GNT/NW composites facilitated electrical stimulation to promote cardiomyocyte spreading and alignment; the PU control under electrical stimulation did not enhance cell spreading or alignment. While the incorporation of gold into the composite may have improved cell adhesion compared to the control, electrical stimulation was also needed to improve cell proliferation.<sup>24</sup> Dvir <i>et al.</i> formed GNW-alginate composites that showed higher cardiac gene expression of cardiomyocytes, higher calcium transients and synchronous contraction behavior compared to the control. The GNW may have provided a conductive bridging effect throughout the alginate scaffold, decreasing the scaffold’s resistance and increasing the level of Cx43 (gap junction protein) even before electrical stimulation.<sup>23</sup> These two studies show how GNW can be used to increase the conductivity of the scaffold, support cardiac cell phenotype and facilitate electrical stimulation.

Carbon materials like carbon nanofibers (CNF) have shown useful and Vunjak-Novakovic and coworkers<sup>11</sup> incorporated CNF into chitosan (CS) to form scaffolds through the precipitation method. The composite scaffolds had similar conductivity as ventricular muscle (0.3-0.6 S/m). The CNF improved the structural integrity and conductivity of the CS scaffolds and resulted in significantly higher metabolic activity of
neonatal cardiomyocytes. Even without external electrical stimulation, the composite scaffolds enhanced the scaffold’s ability to propagate electrical signals as well as the cardiac phenotype and gene expression of the cardiomyocytes.\(^{11}\)

Shin et al. investigated both carbon nanotubes (CNT)\(^{22}\) and reduced graphene oxide (rGO),\(^{10}\) as fillers in GelMA hydrogels. rGO is similar to graphene and is described in more detail in Chapters 2.4 and 2.5. Both CNT-GelMA and rGO-GelMA were electrically more conductive than the GelMA control, providing signal propagation. When cardiomyocytes were cultured on CNT-GelMA and rGO-GelMA, they demonstrated higher spontaneous beating behavior and higher cardiac gene expression on both scaffolds compared to the control. With the CNT-GelMA scaffolds, cell adhesion and phenotype were also investigated and cardiomyocytes showed greater adhesion, alignment and sarcomeric structures on the composite scaffold compared to the control.\(^{22}\) The rGO-GelMA scaffolds responded to an externally applied electric field while the non-conductive control did not.\(^{10}\)

Coating methods have also been used as an alternative to incorporating the conductive material as filler into a host polymer. Biris and coworkers\(^{21}\) used gold to form gold-coated collagen nanofiber films for mesenchymal stem cell (MSC) differentiation into either cardiac or neural lineages, with the appropriate differentiation factors. Cell attachment on gold-coated collagen was greater compared to collagen. As well, when exposed to electrical stimulation, the conductive and fibrous gold-coated collagen scaffolds accelerated differentiation into either cardiac or neural lineages.\(^{21}\) PLGA/poly(vinyl chloride) was electrospun into a graphene oxide (GO) solution, dried, and then reduced with hydroiodic acid (HI) to form an rGO coating. Human bone marrow MSCs (bmMSCs) showed improved cell spreading and proliferation compared to a rGO film as a result of the fibrous topography.\(^{13}\)

Conductive material-polymer composites offer great potential for introducing conductivity to scaffolds and facilitating external electrical stimulation; this is particularly relevant to ensuring cardiomyocyte maturation within the construct.
2.3 Poly(ester amide)

Tissue engineered scaffolds can be fabricated from a range of natural and synthetic materials. Poly(ester amide)s (PEAs) are a class of synthetic biomaterials that have promising properties for a range of biomedical applications. Not only can PEAs be used for tissue engineered scaffolds, but also for drug delivery, and as hydrogels, non-viral gene carriers, smart (sensing) materials and medical adhesives. PEAs have both synthetic and natural components including amino acids, diols and dicarboxylic acids (Figure 2-2), and are able to form films and fibers. This composition is useful particularly in terms of the degradation products, which are both acidic and basic and therefore have the potential to produce a buffering effect and a less acidic environment. As well, some of PEAs degradation products are amino acids, which are already present in the body.

![Figure 2-2: 8-Phe-4 PEA structure](image)

PEAs are an improvement from both polyesters and polyamides, gaining beneficial characteristics from both groups of polymers. The ester linkages make PEAs easily degradable through both enzymatic and hydrolytic degradation, while the amide groups provide mechanical and thermal properties through strong hydrogen bonds. Another advantage of PEAs is the possibility of functionalization through the amino acid side chains. PEAs are often functionalized with L-lysine, L-glutamic acid and L-aspartic acid. Functionalization is valuable as it allows the development of biomimetic materials
through the immobilization of growth factors and other signaling molecules that enable the scaffold to interact with the cells and encourage certain cell behaviour.\textsuperscript{26}

However, a limitation to PEAs is their lack of conductivity and thus their inability to facilitate electrical stimulation. A conductive composite should be considered to improve PEA scaffold conductivity.

\textbf{2.4 Graphene and rGO for Cardiac Tissue Engineering}

As discussed in Chapter 2.2, graphene and rGO have been used in composite materials to increase electrical conductivity and facilitate electrical stimulation. This is because of their unique set of properties, including their high conductivity and surface area; even without electrical stimulation, they have also been shown to induce cardiac differentiation of stem cells through their nanotopography. As PEA is a non-conductive scaffold material and does not facilitate electrical stimulation, it is proposed that rGO could be incorporated to increase scaffold conductivity and support cardiac tissue engineering scaffolds. Preparation of graphene and rGO is discussed in Chapter 2.5.

\textbf{2.4.1 Graphene and rGO}

Graphene is a two-dimensional monolayer sheet of carbon where the carbon atoms are all sp\textsuperscript{2} hybridized\textsuperscript{28} so they have \(\sigma\) bonds that create a lattice structure and conjugated \(\pi\) orbitals that create a delocalized electron network.\textsuperscript{29} As a result, graphene has a number of unique properties including excellent mechanical, thermal, and conductive properties along with a large surface area.\textsuperscript{7} rGO is similar to pristine graphene but has a lower conductivity\textsuperscript{8} as a result of any remaining oxygen-containing functional groups as well as defects throughout the lattice due to the oxidation and reduction processes.\textsuperscript{30}

Graphene and rGO are seen as potential candidates for cardiac tissue engineering composite scaffolds as they have high mechanical strength and electrical conductivity, which natural biomaterials lack. In terms of cytotoxicity, 2D graphene is less cytotoxic compared to carbon nanotubes (CNT) as shape and composition affects cytotoxicity,\textsuperscript{10} and while further studies are needed, rGO is considered to be less cytotoxic compared to GO or pure graphene.\textsuperscript{9} There is no significant cytotoxicity risk from rGO.\textsuperscript{10}
2.4.2 Cardiac Differentiation

As cardiomyocytes have limited regeneration potential, stem cells are promising alternatives for myocardial regeneration since they have superior proliferation and can be differentiated into cardiomyocytes.\textsuperscript{31} To confirm cardiomyogenic differentiation, cardiac marker gene and protein expressions are evaluated. These cardiac genes and proteins include early transcription factors cardiac homeobox protein (Nkx2.5) and GATA binding factor 4 (GATA-4), contractile proteins $\alpha$-myosin heavy chain ($\alpha$-MHC), $\beta$-MHC and cardiac troponin T (cTnT), and gap junction protein Cx43.\textsuperscript{32} L-ascorbic acid (L-AA) has been used to induce cardiomyogenic differentiation of induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs), and 5-azacytidine (5-aza) has been used to induce cardiomyogenic differentiation of MSCs. It has been reported that Nkx2.5 expression, along with other cardiac genes, were only up-regulated in MSCs in the presence of 5-aza.\textsuperscript{31} This differentiation is partly due to extracellular signal related kinases (ERK) activation because an ERK inhibitor blocked 5-aza-induced ERK phosphorylation. ERK activation occurs naturally during embryonic development in mesodermal differentiation. As well as up-regulating cardiac gene and protein expression, 5-aza down-regulated expression of stem cell-associated proteins Sox2 and Nanog and did not result in any osteogenic differentiation.\textsuperscript{31}

There are only a few studies on the effect of graphene on cardiomyogenic differentiation of stem cells. Vitronectin-coated graphene film on glass showed enhanced cardiomyogenic differentiation of human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) with increased gene expression of cardiomyogenic transcriptional factors, contractile proteins and gap junction proteins.\textsuperscript{32} The nano-roughness of graphene is thought to contribute to cardiomyogenic differentiation as it promotes vitronectin adsorption and cell adhesion and proliferation; it also upregulates ERK signaling.\textsuperscript{32}

A comparative study on MSC differentiation on graphene culture and coverslip, without the use of exogenous cardiomyogenic inducers in the culture media, demonstrated that graphene enhanced cardiomyogenic differentiation, with enhanced expression of an early cardiomyogenic transcriptional factor, a gap junction protein and cardiomyogenic contractile proteins.\textsuperscript{34} This is attributed to graphene’s upregulation of ECM proteins
including collagen, fibronectin and laminin, where laminin is known to promote cardiomyocytes’ ability to propagate electrical signals. Graphene also upregulated cell signaling molecules; this includes focal adhesion components paxillin and vinculin as well as ERK that are activated during cardiomyogenic differentiation. This highlights how graphene-ECM interactions induced cardiomyogenic differentiation.\textsuperscript{34} The strong affinity between ECM proteins and carbon-based nanomaterials may be due to protein adorption.\textsuperscript{10} rGO sheets adsorb proteins via hydrophobic interactions as well electrostatic interactions with any remaining oxygen in rGO; the sp\textsuperscript{2} configuration of rGO also allows π bonds to be formed between its delocalized electrons and the proteins.\textsuperscript{10}

Overall, graphene has potential to promote cardiomyogenic differentiation\textsuperscript{7} and interacts well with ECM proteins. Based on its potential to support electrical stimulation and cardiomyogenic differentiation, graphene and rGO are well suited for cardiac tissue engineering.

2.5 Reduced Graphene Oxide Preparation

There are multiple ways to produce graphene, including chemical vapour deposition, graphite exfoliation and chemical oxidation-reduction.\textsuperscript{35} The product of oxidation-reduction is more accurately described as reduced graphene oxide (rGO).

2.5.1 Graphene Oxide and Reduced Graphene Oxide

The oxidation-reduction method of producing graphene from graphite is useful for scale-up production.\textsuperscript{35} Graphite (bulk graphene) is first oxidized and exfoliated to graphene oxide (GO) and then reduced to form the final product of rGO. The different structures can be seen in Figure 2-3. rGO is similar to pristine graphene but may have residual oxygen-containing functional groups as well as defects throughout the lattice.\textsuperscript{8} The extent of GO reduction can be tuned to achieve the desired surface oxygen content.\textsuperscript{10}
Figure 2-3: Graphene-based material structures. A) Multi-layered graphene, B) Monolayer graphene, C) GO, D) rGO. Reproduced from Ref.36 published by BioMed Central Ltd.

GO has many oxygen-containing functional groups, including hydroxyl and epoxide groups on the basal plane, as well as carboxyl and carbonyl groups on the sheet edge. As a result, GO is significantly more hydrophilic compared to graphene or rGO. These oxygen-containing functional groups are bound to sp$^3$ carbons, so GO has both sp$^2$ and sp$^3$ hybridization, which differs from the sole sp$^2$ hybridization in graphene. The change in hybridization disrupts the long-range conjugated structure by blocking conductive connecting pathways between the sp$^2$ domains, greatly reducing the electrical conductivity of GO. The electrical conductivity of GO and pristine graphene is 0.1 and $10^4$ S/cm respectively, while rGO has an electrical conductivity between that of GO and pristine graphene. The purpose of reducing GO to rGO is to increase the material’s electrical conductivity by restoring the sp$^2$ hybridization and π orbitals, but this compromises its potential for functionalization and dispersion in water. The difference in electrical conductivity can be used to confirm the oxidation and reduction processes and can be measured with the two-probe or four-probe method as discussed in Chapter 2.6.

There are other characterization methods as well. FTIR is commonly used as GO has characteristic peaks representing the range of oxygen-containing functional groups, while
those peaks are greatly reduced or non-existent with rGO. Visual observations can also confirm the processes; GO is a brown solution while rGO is black.¹⁰

2.5.2 GO synthesis

The synthesis of graphene oxide is well established and three main oxidation processes have been used throughout history.³⁸ First Brodie used potassium chlorate (KClO₃) and fuming nitric acid (HNO₃) in the 1800s. Staudenmaier improved upon Brodie’s method slightly by adding KClO₃ over time and adding concentrated sulfuric acid (H₂SO₄). In the 1950s Hummers and Offeman changed the oxidizing agents to potassium permanganate (KMnO₄) and H₂SO₄.³⁸ KMnO₄ is an advantageous replacement for KClO₃, as it is not explosive.³⁹ Hummers and Offeman³⁹ also included NaNO₃ in the reaction; this is preferred over fuming HNO₃ as it eliminates acid mist formation.⁴⁰ As a result, the Hummers method is commonly used with modifications. The original Hummers method still releases toxic gases including NO₂, N₂O₄ and it is hard to remove Na⁺ and NO₃⁻ ions, so Marcano et al.⁴¹ removed NaNO₃ and used H₃PO₄ instead. A study by Chen et al.⁴⁰ removed NaNO₃ and found that KMnO₄ alone is sufficient for oxidation. Another modification is the addition of a pre-oxidation step with potassium persulfate (K₂S₂O₈) to ensure complete oxidation.⁴² After the different oxidations by K₂S₂O₈ and KMnO₄, the solution is washed with hydrochloric acid (HCl) to remove the metal ions and the resulting stable suspension is graphite oxide. This graphite oxide suspension is exfoliated via ultrasonication to form a homogenous yellow-brown stable GO solution.⁴²

Mechanistically, during oxidation graphite is first intercalated by H₂SO₄ to form H₂SO₄–graphite intercalation compound (GIC).⁴³ The oxidizing agent then diffuses in between the layers of H₂SO₄–GIC and replaces the GIC to form pristine graphite oxide. This significantly slower step is rate-determining and diffusion-controlled. Water then exfoliates the graphite oxide, separating the layers to form GO; water allows the oxidant to be removed and reacts with the oxygen-containing functional groups.⁴³

2.5.3 rGO Synthesis

The reduction of GO to form rGO can be performed in a number of different processes, including thermal annealing, electrochemical reduction, chemical reduction, and others.
The aim of reduction is to improve electrical conductivity; so this is a key criterion in comparing reduction methods, along with ease, non-toxicity and yield.

Thermal annealing has a dual effect: it both removes the oxygen-containing functional groups and exfoliates GO to ensure single layer rGO. GO is rapidly heated so that CO₂ gas is produced and the resulting pressure exfoliates GO. However, with the removal of CO₂, the rGO sheet is broken up which negatively impacts conductivity. Furthermore, the high temperature process is energy intensive. Electrochemical reduction uses a regular electrochemical cell and the electron exchange between the electrodes and GO results in GO reduction. There are no hazardous reducing agents and byproducts, but this method has not yet been scaled up.

Chemical reduction is very appealing because scale-up is economical, easier and the process can be done in solution at room or moderate temperatures. In addition, chemical reduction maintains the planar carbon structure, which is beneficial to maintain conductivity. Within the chemical reduction method, reducing agents include hydrazine, sodium borohydride (NaBH₄), hydroiodic acid (HI) and L-ascorbic acid (L-AA) among others.

Hydrazine has been commonly used and has resulted in a rGO conductivity close to 100 S/cm, but surfactants are often needed to minimize agglomeration. As well, hydrazine is both toxic and explosive, and can leave behind bound nitrogen that causes heteroatomic impurities. NaBH₄ in a two-step procedure can achieve a rGO conductivity of around 16 S/cm; however, it is at least slightly reactive to water (the main solvent) which is problematic. HI can produce a rGO conductivity of around 45 S/cm. Hu et al. also used HI in combination with hydrazinehydrate so that the hydrazine removed the hydroxyl groups while HI removed the epoxy groups; this gave a conductivity of around 80 S/cm.

L-AA is an environmentally friendly alternative that has resulted in rGO conductivities just under 10 S/cm. L-AA reduction also resulted in fewer defects, showed no significant weight loss in GO compared to hydrazine reduction, and the oxidized products of L-AA may stabilize the rGO suspension. Ammonia can be used to minimize
rGO agglomeration through electrostatic repulsion, as the alkaline conditions favor negatively charged carboxylate groups on GO. Sonication can be used to accelerate GO reduction.

### 2.6 Electrical Conductivity Measurements

The four-probe as well as the two-probe method are commonly used to measure electrical conductivity of different materials including films and composite materials. Electrical conductivity ($\sigma$ in S/cm) is the reciprocal of bulk resistivity ($\rho$ in $\Omega$-cm) as seen in Equation 2-1.

$$\sigma = \frac{1}{\rho} \quad (2-1)$$

The four-probe set-up is commonly used to measure thin films. There are four probes on the surface of the material as seen in Figure 2-4.

**Figure 2-4:** Electrical Conductivity Measurement Set-ups

Current is sourced through the outer probes and the potential difference is measured through the inside probes. Bulk resistivity is related to the sheet resistance ($R_s$ in $\Omega$/square) and thickness ($t$ in cm) through Equation 2-2.

$$\rho = R_s \cdot t \quad (2-2)$$
When \( t << s \), or \( t/s < 1/5 \), where \( t \) is thickness and \( s \) is the probe spacing, the material is considered a thin film and thickness can be disregarded and sheet resistance can be calculated as in Equation 2-3, where \( V \) is potential difference (in Volts) and \( I \) is current (in Amperes). Sheet resistance is technically measured in \( \Omega \), but often labeled as \( \Omega/\text{square} \) to distinguish sheet resistance from bulk resistance. The term \( \Omega/\text{square} \) is used because the sheet resistance of a square is independent of the size of the square. 49

\[
R_s = \frac{\pi}{\ln 2} \frac{V}{I} \approx 4.532 \frac{V}{I}
\]  

(2-3)

There are different two-probe set-ups, where one directly measures bulk or volume resistivity with electrodes on either side of the material as seen in Figure 2-4. Bulk resistivity is normalized by a geometrical factor, as shown in Equation 2-4, where \( A \) is surface area (cm\(^2\)) and \( t \) is thickness (cm). Conductivity is again calculated using Equation 2-1.50

\[
\rho = \frac{V}{I} \frac{A}{t}
\]  

(2-4)

### 2.7 Electrospinning

As mentioned in Chapter 2.1, there are many different scaffold fabrication methods. Electrospinning is a particularly useful method, as it produces fibrous scaffolds. Fibrous scaffolds have high surface area to volume ratios, which improve cell adhesion. Electrospinning forms nanofibers that have dimensions similar to those of collagen in the ECM. These fibers can be used to incorporate functional materials including drugs, growth factors, enzymes, magnetic and semiconductor nanoparticles, and chromophores.51 Compared to self-assembly and phase separation, other modes of producing fibrous scaffolds, electrospinning is more cost-effective and produces long continuous fibers. Fiber orientation and diameter can also be controlled.52 Electrospinning is a versatile method and can easily be scaled for greater production. The method has been used for a variety of natural and synthetic materials including PEA, poly(glycolic acid), poly(L-lactic acid), and poly (e-caprolactone), as well as collagen,
chitosan and gelatin. Composite combinations are also possible. Endothelial cells, smooth muscle cells, mesenchymal stem cells, fibroblasts and neural stem cells among others have been seeded onto electrospun scaffolds.\textsuperscript{51}

Electrospinning uses electrostatic forces to eject a charged polymer-solvent solution from a syringe to a grounded collector; the solvent evaporates and polymer fibers form a mesh scaffold on the collector. The grounded collector can either be flat and static, or cylindrical and rotating.\textsuperscript{2} This can be visualized through Figure 2-5.

\textbf{Figure 2-5:} Basic electrospinning set-up. Reproduced from Ref\textsuperscript{53} published by Taylor & Francis.

As the polymer is pushed out of the syringe, surface tension forces create a spherical drop of material.\textsuperscript{54} In the presence of an electrical field (based on the set voltage and working distance between needle and collector), the polymer becomes charged and the charges accumulate on the surface. The accumulated charges experience Coulomb repulsion, which favors the formation of a jet instead of a spherical drop. Once there is sufficient electrical field and therefore sufficient repulsive electrostatic charge, the electrostatic force overcomes the surface tension force and the drop becomes conical; material is then ejected from the Taylor cone. This material jet undergoes bending instability and whipping motion as a result of the charge repulsion, the solvent evaporates, and fibers are deposited on the grounded collector.\textsuperscript{54}
Solution viscosity is affected by molecular weight and solution concentration. There is a critical minimum viscosity, as sufficient polymer chain entanglements are needed to ensure fiber formation and prevent the electrospraying of droplets. Electrospraying occurs when there is a Rayleigh instability, where there is insufficient viscosity or resistance to the electrostatic force so the jet is broken up. Beaded fibers result when there are moderate but insufficient chain entanglements. If the viscosity is too high, the resistance to the electrical field is too large and the polymer jet will not form. Adjustment is required to balance the opposing forces to create uniform, bead-free fibers.

Along with solution viscosity (molecular weight and solution concentration), there are many other parameters that need to be adjusted to produce bead-free fibers. Some of these parameters are summarized in Table 2-2.

### Table 2-2: Process, solution and ambient parameters that affect fiber morphology (Adapted from Ref with permission from Mary Ann Liebert, Inc.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Effect on fiber morphology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polymer molecular weight</td>
<td>Increasing molecular weight reduces bead formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Higher molecular weight results in irregular shape and larger pores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymer solution concentration</td>
<td>Low solution concentrations/viscosities result in defects (beads, junctions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High solution concentration reduces bead formation and increases fiber diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage</td>
<td>Increasing voltage decreases fiber diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High voltage results in bead formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution conductivity</td>
<td>Higher conductivity creates uniform charge density bead-free fibers with decreased fiber diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution flow rate</td>
<td>Higher flow rate results in larger fiber diameter and bead formation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working distance</td>
<td>A minimum distance is required to obtain dried and uniform fibers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Observable beading if distance is too close or too far</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grounded target</td>
<td>Metal collectors yield smoother fibers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Porous collectors result in porous fiber and geometry structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rotating drum collects aligned fibers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>Higher temperature and decreased solution viscosity results in smaller fiber diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humidity</td>
<td>Increasing humidity resulted in the appearance of circular pores on the fibers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air velocity</td>
<td>Increasing air velocity results in larger fiber diameter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Electrospinning is a very versatile method with a number of different possible modifications. For example, the needle spinneret can be modified to create multi-component fibers in different forms as seen in Figure 2-6.

**Figure 2-6:** Electrospinning needle modifications. A) blend B) multiple needle C) coaxial D) coaxial multiple needle E) triaxial. Reproduced from Ref² with permission from Mary Ann Liebert, Inc.

### 2.7.1 Coaxial Electrospinning

The needle tip can be modified to a coaxial or triaxial spinneret to form various core-shell fibers. Core-shell fibers can also be used to encapsulate drugs, proteins, genes or other factors, and is significantly useful to lengthen the time of the component’s release profile or to protect the material from a reactive environment.²³ Hollow fibers are possible through removal of the core post-electrospinning. Core-shell morphology is also useful to create multifunctional fibers; for example, the core can reinforce the mechanical strength of the fibers while the shell can ensure positive cell-material interactions. This is beneficial for tissue engineering scaffolds.²³ This is also relevant to PEA, which has tunable mechanical properties and is well suited for the core. PEA could be combined with a very biocompatible polymer such chitosan (CS). CS is biocompatible, structurally resembles native glycosaminoglycans in the ECM as seen in Figure 2-7 and is widely used in tissue engineering.²⁵ CS has also been shown to support cardiomyogenic differentiation.²⁶
In coaxial electrospinning, the shell solution accumulates charges due to the electric field, and once electrostatic forces overcome surface tension forces, the shell extends out as a jet. The core gets dragged through contact friction along with the shell. If the solvents are miscible, mixing of the core and shell is possible. In order to achieve proper core-shell morphology, a number of criteria must be met. One polymer should not precipitate in the other solvent, and there should be low interfacial tension between the core and shell solutions. As well, low vapor pressure solvents should be used to prevent rapid evaporation; this can trap solvent and can cause the core structure to collapse into a ribbon-like structure once the solvent eventually evaporates. The shell should be electrospinnable and have a higher viscosity, conductivity and flow rate compared to the core. The higher shell conductivity means the shell will be pulled at a faster rate and drag the core along as intended. A flow rate differential between the shell and the core is particularly important. There needs to be a minimum core to shell flow rate ratio of 1:3 to ensure there is enough shell material to cover the core material as is visualized in Figure 2-8.
Just as with conventional electrospinning, the voltage needs to be optimized to ensure a stable Taylor cone. Figure 2-9 shows the effects of voltage on the Taylor cone. If the voltage is too low, the gravitational force can dominate, increasing the size of the Taylor cone and the likelihood of core-shell mixing if the solvents are miscible. If the voltage is too high, the Taylor cone can recede within the spinneret and result in the separation of core and shell solutions.\(^{53}\)

**Figure 2-9:** Effect of voltage on Taylor cone. Reproduced from Ref\(^{69}\) with permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.

### 2.7.2 Composite Electrospinning

Instead of using a coaxial spinneret to use different materials in a core-shell structure, electrospinning blend composites are also a possibility. This is relevant with the incorporation of rGO into the PEA fibrous scaffolds in order to increase scaffold conductivity. In order for composites to be electrospun properly and to improve
conductivity, there needs to be sufficient interaction between the filler and the polymer matrix.\textsuperscript{35} This means that the filler, in this case a graphene-based material, needs to be well dispersed within the matrix in order to maximize the graphene surface area. With composite preparation in general, there are three mixing processes: solvent mixing, melt processing and \textit{in situ} polymerization. These methods take advantage of van der Waals force and potential $\pi$-$\pi$ stacking interactions, which are possible with graphene-based materials. Hydrogen bonding is more relevant to GO, which has plenty of oxygen-containing functional groups. Graphene can be covalently modified to improve dispersion within the matrix, but this disrupts graphene’s conjugation and therefore compromises the composite’s conductivity. There is also the option of coating the electrospun fibers with another material instead of electrospinning a composite solution. These different methods impact the filler-matrix interaction, and \textit{in situ} polymerization usually results in stronger interactions and greater conductivity. Conductivity is increased as the filler concentration is increased up until the percolation concentration; this is the minimum concentration of conductive filler needed to form conductive paths throughout the insulating polymer.\textsuperscript{35} This percolation concentration or threshold should be minimized, which can be accomplished through \textit{in situ} polymerization.\textsuperscript{60}

A number of groups have electrospun carbon-polymer composites (Table 2-3).

\textbf{Table 2-3: Conductive Carbon-Polymer Composite Electrospinning}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Carbon Material</th>
<th>Scaffold Fabrication</th>
<th>Other Materials</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Year &amp; Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GO/rGO</td>
<td>Electrospinning</td>
<td>Blend PCL</td>
<td>General Tissue Engineering</td>
<td>2015\textsuperscript{15}, 2016\textsuperscript{61}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rGO</td>
<td>Electrospinning</td>
<td>Blend PVP/MnCo$_2$O$_4$</td>
<td>Biosensor</td>
<td>2015\textsuperscript{14}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphene</td>
<td>Electrospinning</td>
<td>Blend SF</td>
<td>Bone Tissue Engineering</td>
<td>2017\textsuperscript{62}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphene</td>
<td>Electrospinning</td>
<td>Blend PVA/alginate</td>
<td>Neural Tissue Engineering</td>
<td>2017\textsuperscript{16}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB</td>
<td>Electrospinning</td>
<td>PU</td>
<td>General Conductivity</td>
<td>2007\textsuperscript{60}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rGO</td>
<td>Electrospinning</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>General Tissue Engineering</td>
<td>2018\textsuperscript{63}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO/rGO</td>
<td>Electrospinning</td>
<td>PVA</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2012\textsuperscript{64}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Many groups used the solvent mixing process in creating the composite: the carbon material was ultrasonicated in the solvent, followed by the addition of the polymer.\textsuperscript{14–16,61–63} Surfactants have also been used.\textsuperscript{16} However, if there are issues with dispersion, \textit{in situ} polymerization may be a good option.

The interaction between the filler and matrix is very important, so concentration of rGO should be optimized. Nalvuran \textit{et al.} used rGO in SF at 0.1, 1 and 2 w/v\% rGO,\textsuperscript{63} while Ramazani and Karimi used rGO in PCL at 0.1, 0.5 and 1 wt.\% rGO and found 0.1 wt.\% to be the critical loading concentration. Above this concentration the sheets stack together instead of dispersing well within the PCL matrix; they have stronger interactions within themselves compared to with PCL. The authors proposed that the -CH\textsubscript{2} groups of PCL interact with the π-orbitals as well as through van der Waals interactions. These bonds are stronger than the hydrogen bonds between PCL and GO (because more equilibrium stress was found in rGO/PCL fibers compared to GO/PCL fibers).\textsuperscript{15} High concentrations of graphene and thus incomplete dispersion of graphene can disrupt jet flow and clog the needle.\textsuperscript{62}

The conductive nature of the carbon filler affects the electrospinning process. The conductive particles with their sp\textsuperscript{2} hybridization domains, conjugated π bonds and free electron transport, result in higher electric charge storage in the polymer solution.\textsuperscript{61} Usually with higher conductivity, it takes longer for the charges to dissipate so the fiber diameter is decreased (also noted in Table 2-2). Both conductivity (σ) and permittivity (ε) affect electrospinning and are related through the charge relaxation time (τ\textsubscript{c}) as seen in Equation 2-5.\textsuperscript{61}

\[ \tau_c = \frac{ε}{4πσ} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2-5)

The carbon filler also affects viscosity, where attraction and increased bonding increases viscosity, while repulsion and decreased bonding decreases viscosity.\textsuperscript{64} For example, Tan \textit{et al.} electrospun GO and rGO with poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) and found that GO increased the overall amount of hydrogen bonding and viscosity. On the other hand, rGO did not form hydrogen bonds with PVA and disrupted the PVA inter-chain hydrogen bonding; this overall decrease in hydrogen bonding decreased the viscosity.\textsuperscript{64} As
mentioned earlier, viscosity is an important parameter in electrospinning and affects chain entanglement; this then affects how much electrostatic force is needed to form non-beaded, uniform fibers. Viscosity, related to solution concentration as noted in Table 2-2, also affects fiber diameter.

2.8 Scaffold Porosity

A challenge with scaffold fabrication by electrospinning is the small pore size and overall porosity values of electrospun scaffolds. This is a result of the small fiber diameters that encourage cell adhesion but pack together densely in scaffold form, therefore reducing pore area and interconnectivity and overall porosity. Larger, more interconnected pores and high overall porosity values are required for greater cell migration and nutrient diffusion (as introduced in Chapter 2.1). Larger pores allow the cells to infiltrate into the scaffold instead of being restricted to surface growth. A normal cell diameter is about 10-15 µm, while nanofiber scaffolds typically have pore diameters of only 1-10 µm indicating a current problem in electrospun scaffolds. Cell infiltration is extremely important in tissue engineering, as it is associated with vascularization and overall tissue maturation.

2.8.1 Importance of Cell Infiltration

Cell infiltration allows the cell to experience a more realistic 3D environment; 3D scaffolds better recapitulate the ECM as compared to a 2D cell culture and this positively affects the cell behavior. Cell adhesion, mechanotransduction and diffusible factors all impact cell behavior and these parameters differ in 2D environments as compared to 3D environments. For example, cell geometry changes based on whether adhesions to the scaffold or ECM are formed on one surface of the cell or surrounding the cell. As well, mechanotransduction, electrical stimulation and different forces in the body affect cell behavior, and the cell experiences these forces differently for both 2D and 3D environments. Diffusible factors also regulate certain cell processes by forming gradients in the ECM. The gradients quickly reach equilibrium in a 2D environment, while the gradients are sustained for a longer time period in a 3D environment, which is beneficial.
for the cell. Clearly a 3D environment benefits the cells, and cell infiltration is necessary for cells to take advantage of the electrospun scaffold 3D environment.\(^{65}\)

### 2.8.2 Increasing Scaffold Porosity

There are a number of approaches to increase porosity and cell infiltration in electrospun scaffolds. Methods include ultrasonication,\(^{4}\) salt leaching, cryogenic electrospinning, inclusion of a sacrificial polymer, laser irradiation, wet electrospinning using a bath collector, and a production of a combination of nanofibers and microfibers. Most of these methods have only emerged in the last few years\(^3\) and have had their own successes and challenges in improving cell infiltration.

Ultrasonication is a post-electrospinning method in which the scaffold is subjected to ultrasonic vibrations to increase the porosity and pore sizes of the scaffold.\(^4\) The scaffold is placed in a medium such as deionized water and the ultrasonic vibrations travel through the medium and mechanically separate the scaffold fibers shown in Figure 2-10 decreasing the spatial density of the fibers. Both ultrasonication time and energy can be adjusted to affect the porosity and pore sizes, and ultrasonication resulted in increased cell infiltration.\(^4\)

![Figure 2-10: Schematic Illustration of Ultrasonication. Reproduced from Ref\(^4\) with permission from Mary Ann Liebert, Inc.](image)

Inclusion of a sacrificial polymer is a method in which two polymers (one of which is water soluble) are electrospun together.\(^66\) Once the composite scaffold is formed, the scaffold is immersed in water in order to leach out the water-soluble, sacrificial polymer,
leaving behind voids in the scaffold to improve cellular infiltration. Larger pores and less dense scaffolds were observed and cellular infiltration improved with increasing percentages of sacrificial polymer electrospun.\textsuperscript{66} Figure 2-11 shows poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) as a sacrificial fiber as spun, and dissolved after the leaching stage. This figure also shows that the ratios of the two polymers are often altered to achieve desirable levels of both mechanical integrity and porosity for cell infiltration.

![Figure 2-11: Different ratios of water-insoluble and water-soluble polymers. a-e: as spun composite scaffold with PLGA fibers (red) and PEG fibers (green) f-j: post leaching of PEG. Reproduced from Ref\textsuperscript{67} and author retains copyright of this open access article.](image)

Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) has commonly been used as a sacrificial polymer for its water solubility.\textsuperscript{66} Poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP) has also been used in composite scaffolds and leached out using water,\textsuperscript{68} but not for the specific application of a sacrificial polymer.

### 2.8.3 Image Analysis

Image analysis can be used to evaluate scaffold porosity of a 2D SEM image, by measuring individual pore areas as well as overall scaffold porosity or % porosity (total pore area compared to total scaffold area). Scaffold percolative efficiency (SPE) as introduced by Tehrani et al.\textsuperscript{69} can also be measured, and reflects pore interconnectivity and how well cells can migrate through the scaffold. SPE (unitless) considers % porosity as well as a factor of interconnectivity (b) where SPE follows Equation 2-6.
\[ SPE = \frac{\% \text{ porosity}}{|\rho|} \]  

(2-6)

The interconnectivity factor is determined through a simulation; 6 sections of a 2D scaffold image are overlapped one layer at a time and the % porosity of each accumulated layer is calculated and graphed. The graph is fit to an exponential curve \( F(x) \) (Equation 2-7), and the interconnectivity factor is the exponential coefficient (b).

\[ F(x) = a e^{bx} \]  

(2-7)

The interconnectivity factor represents the blocking rate of interconnected pores: the less interconnected the pores, the faster the pore channel is blocked. Thus the exponential curve is steeper with a larger absolute value of b and a smaller SPE value. SPE has been shown to correlated with in vitro cell infiltration results.\textsuperscript{69}

2.9 Objectives

The overall objective of this study is to address challenges of electrospun PEA scaffolds, which limit the potential for proper tissue maturation. PEA, being a non-conductive material, does not facilitate electrical stimulation, which is critical for applications such as cardiac and neural tissue engineering. Furthermore, the electrospun fibers pack too densely and limit cell infiltration. Specifically this study aims to:

(i) modify the conductivity of PEA scaffolds by incorporating rGO into films and fibrous scaffolds. rGO was synthesized and incorporated into PEA films. rGO was incorporated into blend PEA and coaxial PEA-chitosan scaffolds, and electrospinning parameters were optimized. Scaffold conductivity and cell behavior on the scaffold were evaluated.

(ii) modify the porosity of the electrospun PEA scaffolds. Ultrasonication and inclusion of a sacrificial polymer were combined and the effects on scaffold porosity were evaluated.
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3 Materials and Methods

This chapter details the methodologies used to modify the conductivity and porosity of electrospun PEA scaffolds.

3.1 Materials

L-phenylalanine, anhydrous sodium carbonate (Na\textsubscript{2}CO\textsubscript{3}) and chitosan (CS, 85% deacetylated) were purchased from Alfa Aesar. 1-4 Butanediol was purchased from J.T. Baker. Potassium permanganate (KMnO\textsubscript{4}) was purchased from EMD Millipore. Sebacoyl chloride, \(p\)-toluene sulfonic acid monohydrate, graphite (flakes, \(-100\) mesh), phosphorous pentoxide (P\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{5}), potassium persulfate (K\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{8}), L-ascorbic acid (L-AA), hydroiodic acid (HI, 57%), reduced graphene oxide (rGO, >6 S/cm), poly (ethylene oxide) (PEO), poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP), and 5-azacytidine (5-aza) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Vibrant DiI cell-labeling solution and CyQuant Cell Proliferation Assay kit were purchased from Invitrogen. Sulfuric acid (H\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4}, 98%), hydrogen peroxide (H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2}, 30%), hydrochloric acid (HCl, 37%), ammonium hydroxide (NH\textsubscript{4}OH, 28%), dichloromethane (DCM), ethyl acetate, N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF), glacial acetic acid (AcOH, 99%), and methanol (MeOH) were purchased from Caledon. Toluene was purchased from Fischer, ethanol (EtOH, 95%) was purchased from Commercial Alcohols and chloroform (CHCl\textsubscript{3}) was purchased from VWR. Trizol reagent was purchased from ThermoFisher Scientific. Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Media (DMEM) and Hanks’ Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS) was purchased from Gibco, and Mesenchymal Stem Cell Expansion Media was purchased from Cellular Engineering Technologies. 10T1/2 cells (from mouse embryos) were purchased from ATCC, and induced pluripotent stem cell-derived mesenchymal stem cells (iPSC-derived MSCs) were a gift from Dr. Laird’s Lab at the University of Western Ontario.

3.2 Monomer and Polymer Synthesis

Both the 8-Phe-4 PEA polymer and its precursor monomer PB-\(p\)-toluene sulfonate salt monomer were synthesized and characterized as follows.
3.2.1 Monomer Synthesis

PB-p-toluene sulfonate salt was the monomer synthesized using lab protocol and using a molar ratio of 2:1:2 of L-phenylalanine, 1, 4-butanediol, and p-toluene sulfonic acid monohydrate respectively in an acid-catalyzed condensation. The reaction scheme is shown in Appendix 1.

10.0 g of L-phenylalanine, 2.44 mL of 1,4-butanediol and 12.5 g of p-Toluene sulfonic acid monohydrate were added to a round-bottom flask attached to a Dean-stark apparatus, and refluxed in toluene at 140 °C for 48 h. The monomer was then purified: it underwent vacuum filtration while being washing with toluene, followed by a first recrystallization in deionized water (deionized H₂O) that included hot filtration followed by overnight precipitation in a refrigerator. Another recrystallization in deionized H₂O was carried out before a final vacuum filtration. There was some batch-to-batch variation, and yields ranged between 40 and 55%. Monomer purity was confirmed using ¹H NMR shown in Appendix 2.

3.2.2 Polymer Synthesis

The PEA synthesized by interfacial polymerization as per in-house established procedure was a PBSe, an abbreviation for L-phenylalanine – 1,4-butanediol – sebacoyl chloride. More specifically the PEA was labeled 8-Phe-4, indicating that the polymer has 8 methylene groups from the sebacoyl chloride and 4 methylene groups from the 1,4-butanediol. PEA was synthesized using a molar ratio of 1:1:2 of the PB-p-toluene sulfonate salt monomer, sebacoyl chloride and Na₂CO₃ respectively. The reaction scheme is presented in Appendix 1.

PB salt monomer (3.3 g) and 0.96 g of Na₂CO₃ were dissolved in 15 mL of deionized H₂O in a round bottom flask, and then connected to an addition funnel closed off except to a nitrogen balloon. 7.5 mL of DCM was added into the addition funnel, followed by 0.78 mL of sebacoyl chloride and another 7.5 mL of DCM. The contents of the additional funnel were slowly added to the PB monomer and left to react for 12 h. The DCM solvent was removed in vacuo using a RotoVap, and excess water was also removed. The polymer was then purified using a Soxhlet extractor with ethyl acetate at 110 °C for 48 h, and then cut into small pieces and dried in vacuo. There was some batch-to-batch variation with yields between 50 and 80%, molecular weights (Mₙ) between 40 and 80 kDa, and a polydispersity index (Mₘ/ₙ) between
1.7 and 2.2. Gel permeation chromatography gave the molecular weight and polydispersity index. $^1$H NMR confirmed the purity of the polymer shown in Appendix 2.

3.3   GO and rGO Synthesis

Both rGO and its precursor GO were synthesized in the lab. Two different reducing agents were used to prepare rGO: L-AA and HI. Different characterizations confirmed successful preparation.

3.3.1   GO Synthesis

Graphene oxide (GO) was synthesized using the modified Hummer’s method with a pre-oxidation step as adapted by Kovtyukhova,$^{42}$ and reported in literature.$^{71}$ 1 g of flake graphite was combined with 12 mL H$_2$SO$_4$, 2.5 g of K$_2$S$_2$O$_8$ and 2.5 g of P$_2$O$_5$ and reacted for 6 h at 80 °C. The solution was quantitatively transferred into 500 mL of chilled deionized H$_2$O and stirred overnight. Pre-oxidized graphite was filtered (0.45 µm membrane filter), washed with deionized H$_2$O and left overnight at ambient conditions to be dried. Pre-oxidized graphite was stirred with 17 mL H$_2$SO$_4$ for 10 min. 15 g KMnO$_4$ and 5 mL H$_2$SO$_4$ were slowly added over 30 min to the solution in an ice bath to ensure temperature remained below 15 °C. The combination of KMnO$_4$ and H$_2$SO$_4$ resulted in the active oxidizing species diamanganese heptoxide (Mn$_2$O$_7$). The solution was removed from ice bath and stirred for 3 h, while the temperature was maintained to 35°C. Subsequently, it was transferred into 250 mL of chilled deionized H$_2$O in an ice bath - to ensure temperature remained below 50 °C – and stirred for 4 h. Finally, it was transferred into 700 mL of deionized H$_2$O and 20 mL of 30% H$_2$O$_2$ was added to quench the reaction and react with any remaining Mn$_2$O$_7$ before the solution was centrifuged (Beckman-Coulter Allegra X-22R) for 5 min at 4500 RPM (3900g) and the supernatant was discarded. The solid graphite oxide was washed through centrifugation, where the supernatant was discarded after each wash. There were 3 cycles of washing with 10% HCl through centrifugation for 5 min each at 4500 RPM (3900g) to remove metal ions. There were then 5 cycles of washing with deionized H$_2$O through centrifugation (Sorvall RC6 Plus) for 10 min each at 10,000 RPM (15,000g). The supernatant was removed at each stage and the resultant solid was dried under vacuum at 50 °C for 24 h.$^{72}$ The product was graphite oxide, which is bulk or multi-layered graphene oxide, and has the same chemical structure as
GO; ultrasonication was required to separate the multiple layers of graphite oxide and produce GO.

### 3.3.2 rGO Synthesis

Two separate reducing agents were used to reduce GO to form reduced graphene oxide (rGO): L-ascorbic acid (L-AA) and hydroiodic acid (HI).

With the L-AA reduction, a protocol from Xu \textit{et al.} was followed until the filtration step.\(^ {30}\) 0.1 mg/mL graphite oxide was used. 30 mg of solid graphite oxide from the previous step was dispersed in 300 mL of deionized H\textsubscript{2}O through 90 min of ultrasonication (Branson 3210 Ultrasonic Bath). The solution was centrifuged (Beckman-Coulter Allegra X-22R) for 30 min at 4500 RPM (3900g) and the GO-containing supernatant was used in the reduction. 300 mg of L-AA was added to the supernatant along with approximately 400 µL of NH\textsubscript{4}OH until the pH was approximately 9. The solution was ultrasonicated for 30 min (Branson 3210 Ultrasonic Bath) and then stirred for 2 h at approximately 95 °C. The solution turned from brown to black as expected with the reduction. Some of the solution was filtered (0.2 µm membrane filter) to form a film that was characterized through FTIR and electrical conductivity measurements. The rest of the solution was poured into 20 cm of dialysis tubing (Spectra/Por, MWCO 12-14 kDa) and left in a 2 L dialysate of deionized H\textsubscript{2}O for 48 h with the dialysate changed regularly. Dialyzed solution was freeze-dried overnight (Labconco Freeze Dry System) to produce a powder, labeled ‘rGO L-AA’.

With the HI reduction, a protocol was adapted from Dr. Xing’s lab at the University of Manitoba.\(^ {73}\) Different concentrations of graphite oxide were used: 4 mg/mL (‘HI1’) and 2 mg/mL (‘HI2’) in 20 mL of deionized H\textsubscript{2}O. Probe sonication (Qsonica Misonix XL-2000) was used to disperse graphite oxide for 30 min. 2 mL of HI was added and the solution was stirred at room temperature for 16 h. Approximately 1.5 mL of NH\textsubscript{4}OH was added until the pH was neutral to quench the reaction. Some of the solution was filtered (0.2 µm membrane filter) to form a film for FTIR characterization and electrical conductivity measurements, labeled either ‘rGO HI1-1’ and ‘rGOH2-1’. The rest of the solution was poured into dialysis tubing and left in a dialysate of deionized H\textsubscript{2}O for 48 h with the dialysate changed regularly. The solution then went through a second round of reduction; once again 2 mL of HI was...
added to the GO solution in a beaker and stirred for 16 h at room temperature. The neutralization, filtration and dialysis procedures were repeated once and finally the dialysis products were freeze-dried overnight to produce a powder, labeled either ‘rGO HI1-2’ or ‘rGOH1-2’.

3.3.3 GO/rGO Characterization

Solid graphite oxide was analyzed using FTIR (Attenuated Total Reflection FTIR, Bruker Vector 22) to confirm the addition of oxygen functional groups and thus the successful oxidation of graphite. rGO was also analyzed with FTIR to confirm the removal of the oxygen functional groups and the reduction of GO. Electrical conductivity measurements were taken on the solid graphite oxide and the rGO films, using the four-probe set-up as described in Section 3.5. Conductivity measurements were taken in triplicate, at different locations on the films.

3.4 rGO/PEA Composites

rGO was incorporated with PEA and CS in both film and fibrous forms. Different rGO samples were used, including a purchased rGO and rGO HI2-2 synthesized in the lab. By using purchased rGO, it was possible to optimize rGO synthesis while optimizing electrospinning scaffold preparation simultaneously. As well, it was possible to confirm the similar effects between the purchased and experimentally prepared rGO.

3.4.1 Composite Film Preparation

Blend rGO/PEA films were formed with varying concentrations of rGO: 0, 0.1, 0.5 and 1 wt.%. Purchased rGO was used. For the PEA control film (0 wt.% rGO), 2 wt.% PEA was dissolved in 1.58 mL DMF and was poured into a Teflon mold and left in a vacuum oven at 60 °C for 2.5 h. The same protocol was followed for the blend films, with an additional initial step: rGO at each respective concentration was dispersed in 1.58 mL DMF via ultrasonication (Branson 3210 Ultrasonic Bath) for 60 min prior to the addition of PEA. Blend rGO/CS films were also formed using the same protocol, using 2 w/v% CS in 1.5 mL 90% AcOH.
3.4.2 **PEA Electrospinning**

The electrospinning setup included a syringe pump (KD Scientific 200), a HV Power Supply (Gamma High Voltage Research) and a custom rotating mandrel collector. Becton-Dickinson 0.5 mL glass syringes were used with 22 gauge stainless steel needle spinnerets. PEA was electrospun at 5 wt.% (for a molecular weight (M_n) of 60 kDa and adjusted appropriately for different molecular weights) in a 9:1 wt. ratio of CHCl_3:DMF.

3.4.3 **Coaxial Electrospinning**

The coaxial electrospinning setup used a prebuilt coaxial needle spinneret (Ramé-hart, 22 inner gauge and 18 outer gauge) with a luer coupling and tubing for the second syringe shown in Figure 3-1. The same syringe pump was used for both syringes. PEA was loaded into the core at the standard concentration and solvent. CS was loaded into the shell in 90% AcOH at 3.5 w/v%, which is lower than desirable, as the shell spinneret diameter limited more viscous solutions. A PEA-CS control was electrospun. 0.1 wt.% purchased rGO was included in either the PEA core solution, the CS shell solution or both solutions; the various combinations were labeled (rGO/PEA)-CS, PEA-(rGO/CS) and (rGO/PEA)-(rGO/CS) respectively. rGO was added to the polymer through the solvent mixing method; rGO was ultrasonicated in the appropriate solvent for 60-90 min prior to addition of the polymer and subsequent mixing. Working distance remained constant at 12 cm, while voltage and flow rate were optimized.
Figure 3-1: Coaxial electrospinning set-up, where two syringes are placed side by side and pushed by a single syringe pump. The lower syringe in the figure is connected directly into the core of the coaxial spinneret, while the upper syringe is connected through tubing and a luer connector to the shell of the coaxial spinneret. The coaxial spinneret is connected to the voltage supply.

3.4.4 Blend Electrospinning

0.1 wt.% rGO was included into PEA for blend rGO/PEA fibrous scaffolds. In order to ensure sufficient rGO/PEA composite interaction, solvent mixing and in situ polymerization techniques were used. For the solvent mixing technique, as was used in coaxial electrospinning, rGO was ultrasonicated in 9:1 wt.% CHCl₃:DMF for 60-90 min prior to the addition of PEA and subsequent vortexing. Either purchased rGO or synthesized rGO (HI2-2) was used in blend fibrous scaffolds rGO/PEA B1 and B2 respectively. For in situ polymerization, 3 mg purchased rGO (~0.1 wt.% of expected product) was incorporated into the reaction through the addition of deionized H₂O. Prior to polymerization, rGO was ultrasonicated in 15 mL of deionized H₂O with the stir bar; this solution was then added to the PB monomer and Na₂CO₃ during the reaction. All other PEA synthesis steps proceeded as normal. This fibrous scaffold was labeled rGO/PEA P. When electrospun with rGO, the PEA concentration was increased to 7 wt.% for the same molecular weight. Working distance remained constant at 12 cm, while voltage and flow rate were optimized.
3.4.5 Composite Scaffold Characterization

Scaffold morphology was imaged with scanning electron microscopy (SEM Hitachi S3400N). Samples were first sputter coated (Anatech Ltd. Hummer VI Sputtering System) with gold/palladium for 4 min and imaged with SEM at 10kV and 5000x magnification. Fiber diameters were measured using ImageJ. At least 50 fibers were measured in total, from 1 or 2 samples for each scaffold.

Core-shell fiber morphology was evaluated using transmission electron microscopy (TEM Phillips CM10) and confocal microscopy (Zeiss LSM800). For TEM, fibers were electrospun directly on uncoated copper grids for approximately 60 seconds before being imaged at 80kV. For confocal, 1 µL of DiI was added to the core PEA solution prior to electrospinning, following a similar protocol. Fibers were electrospun directly onto a microscope slide and then covered with mounting media and cover glass. Fibers were imaged at 63x magnification.

Electrical conductivity measurements were taken on the rGO/PEA composite films and fibrous scaffolds, using the four-probe or two-probe set-up as described in Section 3.5. Conductivity measurements were taken in triplicate, on different locations on the films or fibrous scaffolds.

3.5 Electrical Conductivity

Electrical conductivity measurements were done using either a four-probe or a two-probe set-up. The four-probe method was used for GO, rGO and composite films, while the two-probe method was used for the fibrous scaffolds. Some background introduction to these methodologies is discussed in Chapter 2.6. With the four-probe method, four pin probes 2 mm apart were placed on the surface of the scaffold. Using a Keithley 2611 SourceMeter (a source measure unit), current was sourced through the outer probes and voltage was measured through the inner probes. The set-up can be seen in Appendix 3. Measured resistance was converted to surface resistance, and thickness used to calculate conductivity. Thickness was measured using an analog micrometer (Mitutoyo 111-166).

With the two-probe method, the fibrous scaffold was clamped between two 3.3 cm diameter copper electrode plates connected to the source measure unit as seen in Appendix 3.
Measured resistance, contact surface area and thickness were used to calculate bulk resistivity and then conductivity. The source current was varied and the associated voltage was measured and recorded in order to generate current-voltage (IV) curves.

3.6 Cell Proliferation and Differentiation

Three scaffolds were chosen for cell experiments, including the PEA control, the rGO/PEA P blend scaffold (in situ polymerization), and the (rGO/PEA)-CS coaxial scaffold. Fibers were electrospun onto aluminum foil. Cell proliferation of each scaffold was evaluated using 10T1/2 cells, while potential to facilitate cardiac differentiation was evaluated using human mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs).

3.6.1 Cell Proliferation

10T/2 cells were used to ensure that the scaffolds were not cytotoxic. A 2D control (tissue culture plastic) was used along with the three fibrous scaffold samples; the experiment was done in triplicate. Samples were cut to fit into 12-well plate, secured in plate with grease and sterilized with 70% EtOH. 100,000 cells were seeded per well and cultured in DMEM media with 5% FBS, penicillin/streptomycin (P/S(+)) for 1, 3 or 7 days. Media was changed at day 3 for day 7 samples. CyQuant Cell Proliferation Assay kit was used. For the 2D control, media was removed and 200 µL lysis buffer was added to well. Cells were scrubbed off the bottom of the well plate, and the lysis buffer (with cells) was returned to an Eppendorf tube and left in -80 °C until all the samples were collected. The fibrous scaffold samples were removed from well-plate and put in the lysis buffer in an Eppendorf tube left in -80 °C until all the samples were collected. Once all the samples were collected, the samples were thawed, vortexed and refrozen. 180 µL of lysis buffer containing cell material from each sample tube was transferred to a black 96 well plate with a clear bottom. Right before the fluorescent reading, 20 µL of Cyquant GR dye working solution was added to the well plate and incubated for 5 min while shaking in the Tecan Infinite M1000 Pro fluorescence plate reader.

3.6.2 Cell Differentiation

Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) derived from induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) were used. Scaffolds were cut to fit into 12-well plate, secured in plate with grease and sterilized with 70% EtOH. Scaffolds were coated with 0.1% gelatin for 1 h at 37 °C before cell seeding.
The cells were seeded at a density of 20,000 cells/cm² and cultured with stem cell complete medium (MSC Expansion Media) until confluent. For the first experiment, 50 µg/mL of L-ascorbic acid (L-AA) was added once and cells were cultured for 3 and 7 days. One well was used for each scaffold and time point. For the second experiment, 10 µM of 5-azacytidine (5-aza) was added for 24 h following a HBSS wash and media change and cells were cultured for 7 days; this was repeated on day 7 for the cells cultured for 14 days. The HBSS wash and media change was required to minimize any cell death from lengthy exposure to 5-aza. Thirty-two wells were used for each scaffold and time point. At each time point, total RNA was extracted using Trizol reagent: manufacturer’s instructions were followed. Complementary DNA was synthesized using 1 µg total RNA primed with random primers; the Pomega Random Hexamers (ThermoFisher Scientific) protocol was followed. qRT-PCR was carried out in 10 µL reaction volumes, using a CFX96 Real-Time System (C1000 Touch Thermal Cycler, Bio-Rad), and determined with iQ SyBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad); manufacturer’s instructions were followed. Human GATA binding protein 4 (GATA-4) was the first gene of interest, and had the forward and reverse sequence of GCTCCTTCACTTCCAACATCT and GGGAGAGACATGTACAAGCTG. Human Nkx2.5 was the second gene of interest, and had the forward and reverse sequence of GCACCCACCCGTATTTATGTG and GGGTCAACGCACTCTCTTTAA.

3.7 Combination of Ultrasonication and Sacrificial Polymer

In order to improve porosity of PEA electrospun scaffolds and allow for cell infiltration, ultrasonication and sacrificial polymer methods were combined. First, sacrificial polymer (PEO and PVP) electrospinning parameters were optimized. Next, scaffold modification parameters were optimized, including ultrasonication time and medium, and sacrificial polymer ratio and leaching time. Image analysis was used to evaluate changes in scaffold porosity.

3.7.1 Sacrificial Polymer Electrospinning

PEO was electrospun starting with parameters found in literature and further adjusted. 25% (w/v) PEO in 3:2 deionized H₂O:EtOH was electrospun at 20 kV and 0.2 mL/h through a 22 gauge needle at a working distance of 12 cm from the rotating mandrel collector. PVP was
also electrospun starting with parameters found in literature\textsuperscript{68} and further adjusted. 8% (w/v) PVP in 4:1 CHCl\textsubscript{3}:MeOH was electrospun at 20 kV and 0.4 mL/h through an 18 gauge needle at a working distance of 9 cm from the rotating mandrel collector. Images of both sacrificial polymer fibers can be seen in Appendix 5. PEA was electrospun with a sacrificial polymer, either PVP or PEO. Electrospinning was sequential, with alternate layers of PEA and the sacrificial polymer, resulting in multi-layered composite scaffolds. Three different ratios of sacrificial polymer to PEA were used, including 25/75, 50/50 and 75/25 sacrificial polymer/PEA.

3.7.2 Scaffold Porosity Modification

For ultrasonication, time and medium were optimized. Scaffolds were immersed in a medium in an ultrasonicator bath, for either 1, 10 or 30 min. A number of media were used, including water, ethyl acetate and aqueous EtOH solutions. After ultrasonication, the scaffolds were vacuum-dried for 48 h. SEM images were used to select time and medium; fiber diameters before and after ultrasonication for each medium were measured using ImageJ.

For leaching of a sacrificial polymer, leaching time and ratio of sacrificial polymer were optimized. The multi-layered composite scaffolds were immersed in 90% EtOH solutions for up to 72 h in order to leach out the sacrificial polymer. Three different ratios of sacrificial polymer to PEA were used in order to find the optimal balance between increased scaffold porosity and maintained scaffold mechanical integrity.\textsuperscript{67} SEM images were used to select leaching time and ratio of sacrificial polymer. After leaching, the scaffolds were vacuum-dried for 48 h. The multi-layered composite scaffolds were additionally modified by combining both ultrasonication and leaching of the sacrificial polymer. The scaffolds were ultrasonicated for 30 min in 90% aqueous EtOH and left immersed for 72 h to leach out the sacrificial polymer.

3.8 Porosity Image Analysis

Samples were prepared for SEM (Hitachi 2400N) by sputter-coating (Anatech Ltd. Hummer VI Sputtering System) with gold for 3 min. In the SEM, a voltage of 10kV was used. Images were taken at 1000x, 2500x and 5000x magnification.
ImageJ was the software used for image analysis. A protocol was created and implemented to measure the average pore area, overall % porosity and SPE of each image. Pore area and SPE were considered to be useful parameters; a certain pore area is required to allow the cell to fit through the pore and a certain level of interconnectivity is needed to allow the cell to travel throughout the scaffold.

Once the scale was calibrated in ImageJ, the top 1 or 2 fibrous layers were selected manually and labeled with a binary mask shown in Figure 3-2A. This step is necessary as the SEM images show the multiple layers that make up the scaffold, while the quantification parameters refer to a single scaffold layer. ImageJ measured the pore areas, and average pore area and overall % porosity was calculated.

![Figure 3-2: Image Analysis. A) Top layer selection with binary mask. B) SPE layer accumulation.](image)

SPE was calculated by overlapping six sections of the binary mask one layer at a time as shown in Figure 3-2B. The % porosity was measured at each accumulation of layers, graphed and fit by an exponential curve. The absolute value of the exponential coefficient was used as the interconnectivity factor and SPE was calculated using Equation 2-6.

### 3.9 Statistical Analysis

GraphPad Prism 4 was used for statistical analysis. For conductivity data, triplicate measurements were performed on each sample. A standard t-test was used to compare
different samples against the control sample. For fiber diameter data, at least 50 fibers total were measured from one or two scaffolds, and a one-way ANOVA was used for analysis. For the cell differentiation study, a two-way ANOVA was used to analyze the qPCR data. For porosity data, triplicate experiments were performed. A standard t-test was used to compare means of Gaussian distribution data against the control, while a non-parametric t-test was used to compare medians against the control for the data that did not follow a Gaussian distribution. P<0.05 was considered as statistically significant.
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4 Results and Discussion

This chapter presents and discusses the results of the different experiments.

4.1 GO and rGO Synthesis

The preparation of rGO occurred through the oxidation-reduction method: the oxidation of graphite to form GO and the reduction of GO to form rGO. During GO synthesis in the pre-oxidation step, the solution was a dark-blue. During oxidation, the addition of KMnO$_4$ in H$_2$SO$_4$ resulted in initial dark green color of the solution and then dark black-purple. With the addition of H$_2$O$_2$ the solution changed to a bright yellow, changed to a yellow-brown throughout the washing stages, and dried as a brown solid. During rGO synthesis, the brown solution turned to black and resulted in some precipitation of black agglomerates.

FTIR was used to confirm the addition and then the removal of oxygen functional groups through the oxidation and reduction processes respectively. Figure 4-1A shows the presence of hydroxyl groups around 3400 cm$^{-1}$, carboxyl groups around 1600 cm$^{-1}$, C-OH stretching around 1200 cm$^{-1}$ and epoxide groups around 1000 cm$^{-1}$ in the GO sample. There are also small peaks representing the carbonyl groups around 1750 cm$^{-1}$ and hydroxyl deformation around 1400 cm$^{-1}$. Figure 4-1A also shows the absence of these groups with rGO. One representative sample of rGO is shown, as differences in reducing agent (either L-AA or HI) did not significantly change the FTIR results. Both methods removed the majority of the oxygen functional groups.
Figure 4-1: rGO Reduction. A) GO and rGO FTIR where rGO was reduced by L-ascorbic acid and is representative of all rGO reductions. B) GO and rGO sheet resistance varied with reduction condition. rGO was reduced by either L-ascorbic acid (L-AA) or hydroiodic acid (HI). HI reduction was completed using GO concentrations of 4 mg/mL and 2 mg/mL (HI1 and HI2 respectively) and over 1 or 2 rounds of reduction (HI1-1 and HI1-2 for example respectively). C) rGO conductivity comparing experimental samples with purchased samples (Sigma-Aldrich) and literature values where Xu reported the L-AA sample and Hu reported the HI sample. Triplicate measurements on each sample were conducted for experimental measurements.

Electrical conductivity of the different rGO films was measured to determine the degree of reduction compared to the GO control. This provides useful additional information compared to FTIR, as it allows a comparison between the different reduction methods. The sheet resistance of GO and the various rGO samples was compared, as the samples could be considered thin films and thickness was not required for the calculation. The lower the sheet resistance, the higher the conductivity as described in Equation 2-1 and 2-2, and rGO L-AA had the lowest sheet resistance as seen in Figure 4-1B. rGO HI had two different starting GO concentrations (4 mg/mL and 2 mg/mL for rGO HI1 and HI2 respectively), and required a
second round of reduction (HI1-2 and HI2-2) to achieve a lower sheet resistance that is comparable with rGO L-AA. After the second reduction, a lower sheet resistance was achieved with HI1-2 at 4 mg/mL starting GO concentration, compared to HI2-2. While rGO L-AA had a lower sheet resistance compared to the rGO HI samples, the L-AA reduction method had limited potential for scale up with the lowest starting GO concentration (0.1 mg/mL).

Sheet resistance comparisons were suitable to compare the different experimental reaction conditions; however, in order to compare results to literature values and the purchased product, conductivity was considered. The conductivity comparison is seen in Figure 4-1C, and all values were between 1 and 100 S/cm. Overall, different GO reduction methods and conditions were explored and rGO was synthesized with an electrical conductivity comparable to the purchased product.

4.2 rGO/PEA Composite Films and Fibrous Scaffolds

rGO (either purchased or synthesized) was incorporated into PEA and CS to form composite films and electrospun fibrous scaffolds. Electrospinning parameters were optimized.

4.2.1 rGO/PEA Films

PEA films were fabricated with varying concentrations of purchased rGO (0, 0.1, 0.5 and 1 wt.%) and the film resistance was measured with the 4-probe set-up. The different films and their respective resistances are shown in Figure 4-2A and C. At concentrations of 0.5 wt.% rGO and above, the films primarily contained rGO and were non-uniform and contained void spaces; these films reduced the film resistance by at least $10^4$. At 0.1 wt.%, this composite film was more uniform, contained no void spaces and still resulted in a significantly lower film resistance compared to the PEA control.
Figure 4-2: Composite rGO/PEA (A,C) and rGO/CS (B,D) films, showing the effect of rGO concentration on film resistance (A,B) and film uniformity (C,D). Purchased rGO was used. 3 replicates were measured on each sample, * represents p < 0.05.

CS films with the same varying concentrations of rGO (0, 0.1, 0.5 and 1 wt.%) were also fabricated as CS was used with PEA during coaxial electrospinning. Figure 4-2B and D show the films and their respective resistances. rGO did not disperse as well and all three films with rGO were non-uniform and did not significantly reduce the film resistance; this was noted for future electrospinning studies. Based on this data, 0.1 wt.% rGO was used for subsequent studies.

4.2.2 Coaxially-spun Fibrous Scaffolds

With coaxial electrospinning, PEA was loaded into the core compartment while CS was loaded into the shell compartment, forming the PEA-CS control. This combination was used so that PEA could reinforce the fiber mechanical properties while CS could favorably interact with cells. In Figure 4-3, PEA-CS showed separate PEA fibers and electrosprayed CS droplets. The addition of rGO resulted in the removal of electrosprayed droplets. rGO was added either to the PEA solution, to the CS solution or to both solutions before being loaded into the syringe. When rGO was added to the CS shell, labeled PEA-(rGO/CS), the resultant
fibers had a relatively narrow diameter distribution but were non-uniform with beads present. This changed when rGO was added to the PEA core, labeled (rGO/PEA)-CS, where the resultant fibers had a wider diameter distribution but had non-beaded fibers. The fiber diameter distribution increased again when rGO was included in both the core and the shell, labeled (rGO/PEA)-(rGO/CS), with non-beaded fibers once again. (rGO/PEA)-CS was considered to have the best fiber morphology, with its Gaussian distribution and uniform, non-beaded fibers. As a result, (rGO/PEA)-CS was used for further experiments.

Figure 4-3: Coaxial electrospun scaffolds with PEA-CS as the core-shell respectively and then with rGO added in the core, shell or both core-shell. Core-shell PEA-(rGO/CS) has rGO in the shell. SEM images with 3 μm scale bar are accompanied by the corresponding fiber diameter histograms.

Different electrospinning parameters were used for the fibrous scaffolds shown in Figure 4-3, particularly flow rate and voltage. For the PEA-CS control, 0.1 mL/h and 18 kV was used. The flow rate was increased from 0.1 to 0.2 mL/h for all scaffolds incorporating rGO, and the
voltages used were 12, 11 and 14 kV for PEA-(rGO/CS), (rGO/PEA)-CS and (rGO/PEA)-(rGO/CS) respectively. The increased flow rate ensured that there was a continuous flow of shell material, and the voltage was adjusted to optimize the Taylor cone.

While SEM images could describe fiber diameter and uniformity, as well as the presence or absence of beading, confocal microscopy and TEM were used to evaluate the core-shell morphology of the coaxial scaffolds. Figure 4-4A-C shows confocal images of a representative coaxial scaffold, (rGO/PEA)-CS, where Figure 4-4C is the overlap of Figure 4-4A and B. Fluorescent red Dil was added to PEA and CS auto-fluoresces blue; the red fluorescent core aligned with the blue fluorescent shell well. This demonstrates the lack of any clear core-shell structure, and instead the PEA core was mixed with the CS shell. This is further shown with TEM in Figure 4-4D, where there is non-uniform mixing of material through the fibers but the material is not separated into a core and a shell. The results were similar in the other coaxial electrospun scaffolds.
Figure 4-4: (rGO/PEA)-CS coaxial electrospinning showing no clear core-shell structure. A) to C) Confocal microscopy where the shell auto-fluoresces blue (A) and the core is fluorescently labeled red (B) with the overlap in C. D) TEM image.

The scaffolds were evaluated for electrical conductivity using the two-probe method. The two-probe method was used instead of the four-probe method, as the scaffolds were still very resistive (low conductivity) which made it more difficult to measure. The two-probe method allows for a shorter path of resistance through the thickness of the scaffold (less than 0.5 mm) as opposed to between the four-probe pins (2 mm apart). The (rGO/PEA)-CS scaffold showed a slight increase (~10^2 times) in conductivity in comparison to the PEA-CS scaffold as seen in Figure 4-5A, but the conductivity was still relatively low and in the order of 10^{-11} S/cm. The current-voltage (I-V) curve of (rGO/PEA)-CS in Figure 4-5B was linear over the selected low current range. Low current was required to produce voltages that were measurable by the source measure unit. Overall, the coaxial scaffolds did not show true core-shell structure and only moderately improved the scaffold conductivity.
Figure 4-5: Coaxial scaffold conductivity. A) Conductivity of different coaxial scaffolds with 3 replicate measurements on each sample. B) Representative I-V curve of (rGO/PEA)-CS

4.2.3 Blend Fibrous Scaffolds

As in the core-shell formulation, 0.1 wt.% rGO was incorporated into PEA for blend rGO/PEA fibrous scaffolds. In order to ensure sufficient rGO/PEA composite interaction, the solvent mixing as well as in situ polymerization techniques were used. rGO/PEA B1 and B2 denote the scaffolds prepared using solvent mixing to incorporate purchased rGO and synthesized rGO respectively. rGO/PEA P denotes the scaffold prepared through in situ polymerization, which produced a polymer composite with slightly darker coloring compared to PEA demonstrating the inclusion of rGO. NMR and GPC confirmed the PEA structure, which was not affected by the incorporation of rGO during the interfacial polymerization.
PEA has been electrospun previously to form bead-free fibers.\textsuperscript{26} However, when rGO was added to PEA and electrospun, the electrospinning parameters required adjustment to remove the beads from the fibers. Initial addition of rGO resulted in bead formation as seen in Figure 4-6A; this figure shows rGO/PEA B1, but rGO/PEA B2 and P required similar adjustments. By increasing PEA concentration (Figure 4-6B), decreasing flow rate (Figure 4-6C) and decreasing voltage (Figure 4-6D) beads were removed from the fibers.

**Figure 4-6:** Effect of electrospinning parameters on blend rGO/PEA (B1) scaffolds A) 12.5 kV, 0.2 mL/h, 5 wt.% B) 12.5 kV, 0.2 mL/h, 7 wt.% C) 12.5 kV, 0.1 mL/h, 7 wt.% D) 6 kV, 0.1 mL/h 7 wt.%. Scale bar is 3 µm.

The method of rGO addition did not affect fiber morphology, shown in Figure 4-7A, which compares rGO/PEA B1 and rGO/PEA P. The rGO/PEA fibers were relatively uniform in diameter and followed a Gaussian distribution. PEA fiber diameters differed significantly with the addition of rGO in both the blend and coaxial scaffold samples, shown in Figure 4-7B. The rGO/PEA B1 sample had a smaller fiber diameter compared to PEA as spun, while
rGO/PEA P had a larger fiber diameter. The PEA-(rGO/CS) coaxial sample had an even smaller fiber diameter compared to PEA, while (rGO/PEA)-(rGO/CS) had an even larger fiber diameter and (rGO/PEA)-CS had a similar diameter.

**Figure 4-7**: Blend electrospun scaffolds where rGO was added either before electrospinning (B1) or during polymerization (P). SEM images with 3 µm scale bar and fiber diameter histograms. B) Fiber diameters of different blend and coaxial scaffolds. At least 50 fibers were taken from 1 or 2 scaffolds. Different letters in B) indicate the significance at p < 0.05.

The difference in rGO addition method affected scaffold conductivity in the different samples as seen in Figure 4-8A. Solvent mixing resulted in little to no improvement in conductivity, while *in situ* polymerization resulted in a sample with ~10³x improvement in conductivity. The I-V curves shown in Figure 4-8B and C showed linear Ohmic behavior within a certain current range, thus the slope of the curve represented the resistance in that range. The rGO/PEA P scaffold had a lower resistance compared to PEA confirming the improvement in conductivity.
Figure 4-8: Blend scaffold conductivity. A) Conductivity of different blend scaffolds where rGO/PEA B1 has purchased rGO added before electrospinning, rGO/PEA B2 has synthesized rGO added before electrospinning, and rGO/PEA P has purchased rGO added during polymerization. 3 replicates were measured for each sample. B-C) Representative I-V curves of PEA and rGO/PEA P respectively.

Overall, the rGO/PEA P scaffold had uniform, non-beaded fibers and the greatest increase in scaffold conductivity.

4.3 Cell Proliferation and Differentiation

Three fibrous scaffolds were chosen for cell culture experiments, including the PEA control, (rGO/PEA)-CS and rGO/PEA P. The latter two scaffolds were chosen for their acceptable fiber morphology and improvements in scaffold conductivity. Cell viability and cardiac differentiation potential were evaluated.

For cell proliferation, 10T1/2 cells were cultured for 7 days on the three different scaffolds as well as tissue culture plastic as the 2D control. DNA quantification was measured using the
CyQuant Cell Proliferation assay and a fluorescence plate reader. While Figure 4-9A does not show significant cell proliferation in any of the four samples, there was a slight fold-increase in fluorescence from day 1 to day 7 demonstrating some cell growth. (rGO/PEA)-CS and rGO/PEA P scaffolds supported 10T1/2 cell growth over 7 days at a level comparable to the PEA and 2D control.

![Graph A](image1.png)

**Figure 4-9**: Cell proliferation and differentiation on PEA, rGO/PEA P and (rGO/PEA)-CS scaffolds. A) 10T1/2 cell proliferation, each scaffold normalized to day 1, n =3. B)-E) iPSC-derived MSC gene expression, n=1 with 4 replicates where B) and D) demonstrate hGATA-4 gene expression and C) and E) demonstrate hNkx2.5 gene expression. B) and C) were treated with L-AA and D) and E) were treated with 5-aza.

For cell differentiation, iPSC-derived MSCs were cultured with either L-AA or 5-aza to promote cardiac differentiation. The cells were cultured for 7 days on the 3 different scaffolds with an initial 50 µg/mL dose of L-AA or the cells were cultured for 14 days with an initial and midpoint dose of 5-aza. The rGO-containing scaffolds upregulated GATA-4 and Nkx2.5 expression with both differentiation factors as seen in Figure 4-9B-E. Compared to the PEA
control on day 7, the rGO/PEA P sample showed approximately two-fold increase in Nkx2.5 expression with 5-aza treatment and two-fold increase in GATA-4 expression with L-AA and 5-aza treatments. The (rGO/PEA)-CS sample showed at least 10x fold expression of both genes compared to the PEA control at all time points and with both differentiation factors. On day 14, expression of both genes was generally lower compared to day 7. Two-way ANOVA determined that both scaffold type and culture time significantly affected Nkx2.5 expression in these samples with both differentiation factors. With GATA-4 expression in these samples, two-way ANOVA determined that both scaffold type and culture time had a significant effect with L-AA but only the scaffold type had a significant effect with 5-aza.

4.4 Scaffold Porosity Modifications
While the rGO-containing electrospun scaffolds were not cytotoxic, it is known that electrospun scaffolds limit cell infiltration and therefore overall tissue maturation. In an effort to increase electrospun PEA scaffold porosity and improve cell infiltration, ultrasonication was combined with the leaching of different sacrificial polymers.

4.4.1 Porosity Modification Optimization
Ultrasonication time and medium were optimized. Based on qualitative SEM images, it was determined that 30 min had the greatest effect on the scaffolds; further experiments used 30 min as the time point. All three media resulted in significantly larger fibers; however, ethyl acetate resulted in the greatest fiber swelling, significantly different from the fiber swelling in water and 90% EtOH as seen in Appendix 6. SEM images showed less fiber fusion after exposure to 90% EtOH compared to water. Subsequent experiments used 90% EtOH as the medium.

Leaching time and ratio of the sacrificial polymer were also optimized. Based on qualitative SEM images, it was determined that 72 h had the greatest effect on the scaffolds so 72 h was used as the leaching time. After leaching it was clear that higher ratios of sacrificial polymer lacked mechanical integrity. SEM images in Appendix 6 showed that the 75/25 sacrificial polymer samples were more compact with lower pore areas as compared with the 25/75 sacrificial polymer samples, this was consistent with preliminary quantitative pore area
analysis. Only scaffolds with 25/75 and 50/50 ratios of sacrificial polymer were used in subsequent experiments.

4.4.2 PVP/PEA System

In evaluating the effectiveness of PVP as a sacrificial polymer, SEM images provided qualitative comparison as seen in Figure 4-10A. Quantitative information on pore area and scaffold percolative efficiency (SPE) was extracted from the SEM data using image analysis and is shown in Figure 4-10B&C respectively.

The pore area data was analyzed using non-parametric t-tests, comparing the different scaffold modifications against the PEA as spun control. Non-parametric t-tests were used because the pore area data failed a normality test and did not follow a Gaussian distribution. As a result, medians were compared and graphed as seen in Figure 4-10B. While ultrasonication resulted in a significant increase in pore area, the leaching of PVP (with or without ultrasonication) did not significantly change the pore area.

The SPE data did follow a Gaussian distribution and so the means were compared and graphed as seen in Figure 4-10C. Neither ultrasonication nor the leaching of PVP appeared to have an effect on scaffold SPE.
Figure 4-10: PEA scaffold porosity using PVP as a sacrificial polymer A) SEM images of scaffolds with different modifications used for corresponding quantitative image analysis in B) and C). Two different ratios of PVP are used. Except for the PEA control scaffold, scaffolds are either only leached (left column) or are ultrasonicated prior to leaching (right column). Scale bar is 3 µm. B) Pore area (medians graphed) of different scaffolds. C) Scaffold percolative efficiency (means graphed) of different scaffolds. N=3, * represents p < 0.05 compared to PEA control.

4.4.3 PEO/PEA System

Similar to the PVP/PEA samples, SEM images of the different scaffold modifications were analyzed to evaluate pore area and SPE (shown in Figure 4-11A). The medians were graphed for pore area and the means were graphed for SPE as seen in Figure 4-11B&C. Despite a lack of statistical significance, SPE showed a general trend of improvement with the sacrificial PEO fibers, increasing pore area with an increasing percentage of PEO. Pore area also showed an improvement with the sacrificial PEO fibers; there was a significant increase in pore areas with most modified scaffolds. Leaching of PEO showed a significant improvement compared to the PEA control at the 25/75 ratio but not at the 50/50 ratio. Scaffolds treated with both ultrasonication/leaching showed significant improvement at both ratios compared to
the PEA control, and the combination of methods even showed significant increase compared to leaching alone at the 50/50 ratio.

**Figure 4-11:** PEA scaffold porosity using PEO as a sacrificial polymer A) SEM images of scaffolds with different modifications used for corresponding quantitative image analysis in B) and C). Two different ratios of PEO were used. Except for the PEA control scaffold, scaffolds are either only leached (left column) or are ultrasonicated prior to leaching (right column). Scale bar is 3 µm. B) Pore area (medians graphed) of different scaffolds. C) Scaffold percolative efficiency (means graphed) of different scaffolds. N=3, * represents p < 0.05 compared to PEA control and # represents p < 0.05 within group.

4.5 Discussion

In this thesis, rGO was synthesized and incorporated into PEA films and fibrous scaffolds. The precursor GO synthesis proceeded with expected color changes throughout the reactions. The dark blue pre-oxidation solution color, the bright yellow solution color following the addition of H₂O₂, and the yellow-brown final graphite oxide solution observed during the reaction are consistent with literature reports. FTIR was used to further confirm the
preparation of GO. Unlike rGO, GO contains multiple oxygen functional groups including hydroxyl, carbonyl, carboxyl and epoxide groups. The FTIR results shown in Figure 4-1A were in agreement with reported peaks\textsuperscript{37} and confirmed successful oxidation. The addition of the oxygen-containing functional groups is known to disrupt the conjugation and therefore greatly increasing the material resistance compared to graphene or rGO\textsuperscript{8} (Figure 4-1B).

L-AA and HI reducing agents were used to prepare rGO. Synthesis proceeded as expected with L-AA: the brown solution turned black with minimal agglomeration of rGO. However, two rounds of reduction with HI were required; after the first reduction the solution was dark brown instead of black. FTIR showed the removal of the oxygen-containing functional groups with both methods. However, electrical conductivity measurements were needed for further comparison of the different reduction methods, because restoration of conductivity is a primary goal of reduction.\textsuperscript{8} Conductivity is increased due to a restoration in the long-range sp\textsuperscript{2} hybridization in rGO allowing the delocalized flow of electrons.\textsuperscript{8} Even with the removal of the oxygen-containing functional groups, defects can negatively impact conjugation and therefore negatively impact conductivity.\textsuperscript{30} As a result, conductivity measurements were useful in addition to the FTIR confirmation.

Reduction with L-AA resulted in sufficient conductivity – reduction was actually greater than that reported in literature (Figure 4-1C) – but is limited in its potential for scale-up. This method starts with only 0.1 mg/mL GO in a 300 mL solution, so it would take multiple batches (and multiple days) in order to freeze dry the entire volume into rGO powder. When the working volume was split in half (doubling the starting GO concentration), the majority of the material precipitated out of solution into large agglomerates preventing the possibility of forming proper single-layer rGO. Scale-up of this process still needs improvement.

Reduction with HI, as mentioned above, required two rounds of reduction. When the reaction temperature was increased from room temperature to 95°C, following a protocol in literature (Figure 4-1C), undesirable large agglomerates precipitated. Two different starting concentrations of GO were used (4 mg/mL and 2 mg/mL) and after both rounds of reduction, HI1-2 (4 mg/mL GO) had a higher conductivity than HI2-2. This could be beneficial because higher starting GO concentrations are promising for larger-scale production of rGO. While the
rGO reduced with HI had a lower conductivity than experimental L-AA, all experimental rGO were within an order of magnitude of the purchased sample. The HI reduction method also had a lower 20 mL working volume, meaning that only one batch was required for freeze-drying; this makes it easier to produce larger quantities of rGO.

PEA films incorporating rGO were fabricated prior to electrospinning in order to optimize the concentration of rGO (Figure 4-2A&C). Four different concentrations were used based on literature, and 0.1 wt.% rGO was chosen based on these films. The composite sample resulted in a significant reduction in PEA film resistance while maintaining a relatively uniform film compared to the higher concentrations of rGO. 0.1 wt.% rGO is also reported to be the critical loading concentration in poly(ε-caprolactone) to ensure proper dispersion and stronger interactions between rGO and the polymer chains through van der Waals forces. CS films did not show the same decrease in resistance with the addition of rGO presumably due to poor dispersion of rGO, which is visually seen in Figure 4-2D. GO/CS are known to have strong interactions, due to the covalent bonding between the carboxyl groups in GO and the amino groups in CS. rGO/CS also has potential for strong interactions with some remaining oxygen-containing functional groups, but required rGO stabilization with a triblock copolymer (with two blocks poly(ethylene oxide), one block poly(propylene oxide)). The film thickness also did not appear uniform, and appeared to have a wrinkled texture. This non-uniformity made it more difficult to measure the sheet resistance. This lack of resistance reduction in CS films may extend and pose a similar issue in coaxial scaffolds.

Film preparation was useful in determining the optimum rGO loading concentration, but incorporating rGO into electrospun fibrous scaffolds is important so that the scaffolds better mimic the native ECM. Electrospinning involves the balance of electrostatic force with viscoelastic and surface tension forces. The incorporation of rGO affected this balance by decreasing the required voltage, and therefore electrospinning parameters were adjusted in order to create uniform, bead-free fibers with core-shell structure if desired.

When 0.1 wt.% rGO was incorporated into PEA by blending, electrospun scaffolds were beaded and process parameters required adjustment to remove beads. Beads are considered as defects and a negative aspect to electrospinning. Beading may be reduced by increasing
solution concentration, decreasing voltage, and decreasing flow rate\(^2\) (Table 2-2, Figure 4-6). The voltage was reduced to 6 kV for bead-free fibers, which is much lower than the 18 – 20 kV needed for pure PEA fibers, demonstrating the influence that rGO had on the electrospinning solution conditions. This is interesting, because this voltage reduction has not been directly discussed, based on the literature review. With the addition of rGO, a lower voltage was required to overcome the viscoelastic and surface tension forces to form fibers. Therefore, rGO could have decreased the viscoelastic forces by disrupting inter-chain bonding\(^{64}\) or increased the solution conductivity due to enhanced dielectric constants that result in solutions that store greater charge.\(^{61}\) Since higher dielectric constants lower the voltage required to create the minimum electrostatic charge,\(^{77}\) rGO could have increased the solution conductivity so the polymer was more easily charged and less voltage was required to achieve the same electrostatic force. There is also the possibility that rGO both decreased viscosity and increased solution conductivity to some extent. Not surprisingly, rGO also decreased the voltage required in coaxial electrospinning, as would be expected given its effect in blend electrospinning. For all three coaxial scaffolds, with rGO incorporated in the shell, core, or both, the voltage was optimized (ranging between 11 and 14 kV) in order to achieve a single fiber jet ejecting from the Taylor cone at the needle tip. Higher voltages are known to result in multiple ejecting fiber jets while lower voltages are unable to sufficiently pull the solution from the needle tip (refer to Figure 2-9).\(^{59}\) The flow rate for all three of these coaxial scaffolds remained at 0.2 mL/h as 0.1 mL/h was not sufficient for the shell material to be fully pushed through the spinneret.

Without rGO, the PEA-CS control formed electrosprayed droplets along with fibers as seen in Figure 4-3. The CS shell was electrosprayed, possibly because the 0.1 mL/h flow rate was insufficient for CS to be pushed out of the shell continuously. However it was also likely that CS was electrosprayed because the CS concentration was below the critical minimum polymer concentration, which is required to ensure entanglements between the polymer chains and therefore fiber formation.\(^{78}\) The small cross-sectional area of the coaxial spinneret shell also limited the solution concentration that could be pushed through the orifice, presenting a possible barrier to fiber formation. For successful coaxial electrospinning, the shell should be electrospinnable on its own,\(^{53}\) but this is difficult with CS. CS requires a high concentration to form sufficient entanglements and subsequent fibers, which then requires a high voltage. rGO
lowered that required voltage, making CS easier to electrospin with a higher concentration (see Appendix 4), but when added in the shell in the PEA-(rGO/CS) scaffold, it is not known whether rGO also increased the viscosity and number of entanglements. As mentioned earlier, rGO could decrease the viscosity by disrupting inter-chain bonding, but it might possible that rGO interacted with CS and increased bonding and therefore increased chain entanglements to produce fibers instead of droplets. However, beading was still present as seen in Figure 4-3. While the PEA-(rGO/CS) scaffold was beaded, when rGO was added in the core or in both the core and the shell, bead-free fibers were obtained. PEA-(rGO/CS) had a narrow, Gaussian fiber diameter distribution when considering the sections of fibers without beads, though the fit was moderate. (rGO/PEA)-CS also had a Gaussian fiber diameter distribution, while (rGO/PEA)-(rGO/CS) had a wide distribution that was skewed to the left. It was not clear why the different locations of rGO addition affected fiber morphology. Usually in coaxial electrospinning, the shell should be electrospinnable and have a higher conductivity so that the shell pulls the core. Contrary to this, when rGO was added to the PEA core (making the core both more conductive and electrospinnable), the core may have pulled the shell and resulted in uniform, bead-free fibers. As well, based on the film preparation studies, rGO was better dispersed in PEA than in CS, which may have had an effect. The incorporation of rGO in different locations may have also affected the interfacial tension, which is an important parameter in coaxial electrospinning.

Average fiber diameters of the different scaffolds, both blend and coaxial, differed significantly between samples, as seen in Figure 4-7B. Compared to PEA, rGO/PEA B1 decreased in fiber diameter, which is consistent with literature and can be explained by the fact that increased charge density enhances the elongational forces creating smaller fiber diameters. rGO/PEA P increased in fiber diameter, which was not expected, but may be explained by the in situ polymerization process. The resulting composite polymer had a lower molecular weight and therefore required a slightly larger concentration for electrospinning resulting in slightly larger fibers and further optimization may be beneficial. PEA-(rGO/CS) greatly decreased the fiber diameter, but this diameter only considers the fibrous sections in between beads and so may not be an accurate representation. (rGO/PEA)-(rGO/CS) showed an increase in fiber diameter, which may be a result of increased core conductivity which can increase core diameter. It also may represent some collapsed, ribbon-like fibers that are seen
in Figure 4-3. (rGO/PEA)-CS also had an increased core conductivity, so it is interesting that there was no significant increase from PEA.

All the coaxial electrospun scaffolds, including (rGO/PEA)-CS, showed no clear core-shell morphology in confocal or TEM, as seen in Figure 4-4, showing that the PEA and CS solutions were mixed. This is possible because the solvents are miscible. Core-shell mixing can also occur when the Taylor cone is unstable and there are multiple jets ejecting from the Taylor cone. A minimum shell:core flow rate ratio is 3:1 was proposed to ensure that there is sufficient shell material to surround the core material. However the single syringe pump in this electrospinning setup limited the shell:core flow rate ratio to 1:1. This is likely the cause of the absence of clear core-shell morphology. While proper core-shell structures were not achieved, coaxial electrospinning remains a useful tool in creating fibers containing both CS and PEA as blend CS/PEA fibers were not possible. Combining the CS solution with the PEA solution (with their own respective solvents) resulted in precipitation/gelation. Therefore, in order for PEA and CS to be electrospun together, the two solutions needed separation through the coaxial spinneret until ejection from the needle tip. This unconventional approach is novel as PEA and CS have not been combined into a single fiber before, and the coaxial spinneret allows the combination of two materials with different solvent systems (organic and aqueous acid). With different equipment and further optimization, this work could be improved to prepare proper core-shell PEA-CS fibers. While core-shell morphology was not achieved, coaxial electrospinning was successfully optimized to produce multi-component, bead-free fibers. (rGO/PEA)-CS was considered to have the best fiber morphology, with its Gaussian diameter distribution and uniform, non-beaded fibers. Blend electrospinning also produced uniform, non-beaded fibers with a Gaussian diameter distribution.

Once the desired bead-free fiber morphology was obtained, the scaffolds were evaluated for their electrical conductivity using the two-probe set-up. The only coaxial scaffold sample that showed slight improvement in conductivity was the (rGO/PEA)-CS scaffold (Figure 4-5). It is possible that rGO was better dispersed within PEA than CS, as seen with the film preparation, and when trapped within the core. For scaffolds fabricated using the rGO/PEA blend, the difference in rGO addition affected overall scaffold conductivity, where rGO/PEA P showed an increase in conductivity while rGO/PEA B1 and B2 did not. rGO was incorporated through
In situ polymerization in the rGO/PEA P scaffold, and incorporated through the solvent mixing method in the rGO/PEA B1 and rGO/PEA B2 scaffolds, as well as the coaxial scaffolds. It is possible that the solvent mixing method resulted in some aggregation and insufficient dispersion and that rGO may have separated from the polymer matrix during electrospinning. In one experiment where the rGO concentration was doubled to 0.2 wt.%, there was a noticeable black agglomeration at the needle tip. So, even at 0.1 wt.%, it is possible that the rGO was not dispersed well enough to form a stable composite with the polymer, and thus it is possible that only some of the rGO in the polymer solution was incorporated into the fibers. In situ polymerization often has the potential to improve dispersion and therefore conductivity by improving the interactions between filler and polymer,\(^{35}\) and this is consistent with the results in this study. Others found success with the solvent mixing methods,\(^{14-16,61-63}\) but solvent mixing was not effective in this study with these materials and conditions. While other studies stirred the rGO with the polymer blend for at least 12 h,\(^{15,16}\) this study added the polymer through quick vortexing, or stirring up to 3 h until dissolved. Additional stirring did not appear to be necessary given the complete dissolution of the polymer. While some improvement in conductivity is demonstrated particularly with rGO/PEA P, it is in the order of \(10^{-10}\) S/cm, which is lower than a CNF/CS hydrogel with a reported conductivity in the order of \(10^{-3}\) S/cm.\(^{11}\) This rGO/PEA P conductivity corresponded to a resistance around \(10^{6}\) Ω, where graphene/PVA/alginate fibers achieved a resistance around 20 Ω.\(^{16}\) The scaffolds in this study are not as conductive as scaffolds reported in literature, but the objective for the conductive scaffolds is to support electrical stimulation. Future studies exposing the conductive scaffolds to electrical stimulation will clarify if greater scaffold conductivity is required.

All the samples were fairly resistive, so low currents (in the µA to nA range) were required to produce a voltage measurable by the source measure unit. For three representative samples – PEA, (rGO/PEA)-CS and rGO/PEA P – current was varied within the relevant range and voltage was measured, creating a section of current-voltage (IV) curve. For the given range, all three scaffolds showed linear behavior (Figure 4-5B and Figure 4-8B), and acted as pure resistors by following Ohm’s Law. Therefore, in this range, the slope of each line (dV/dI) represented resistance. It was interesting to see that rGO/PEA P gave a resistance of approximately \(3 \times 10^4\) Ω, while PEA gave a resistance of approximately \(5 \times 10^9\) Ω. This decrease
in scaffold resistance with the addition of rGO confirmed the increase of scaffold resistance shown in Figure 4-8A. (rGO/PEA)-CS gave a resistance of approximately $2 \times 10^8 \ \Omega$, which was only a slight decrease in resistance.

Based on fiber morphology and conductivity improvement, (rGO/PEA)-CS and rGO/PEA P were chosen along with the PEA and 2D controls for cell proliferation and differentiation experiments. In the cell proliferation experiment, 10T1/2 cells were seeded on these three scaffolds (Figure 4-9A). All three fibrous scaffolds had comparable cell growth to the 2D control confirming the scaffolds were not cytotoxic, which was expected as PEA has already been shown to support cells$^{70}$ and so have rGO composites.$^{10}$ It appears that the scaffolds did not provide additional room for cells to grow compared to the 2D control. This is likely because the cells were not able to properly infiltrate the scaffold; this is common with electrospun scaffolds as the nanofibers pack densely. When iPSC-derived MSCs were treated with L-AA or 5-aza and cultured on the fibrous scaffolds, both scaffold type and culture time significantly affected Nkx2.5 expression (Figure 4-9B-E). Both scaffold type and culture time significantly affected GATA-4 expression with L-AA, while scaffold type alone significantly affected GATA-4 expression with 5-aza. Generally, gene expression upregulation declined after 14 days, demonstrating that 7 day culture was sufficient. GATA-4 and Nkx2.5 are both early markers of cardiac differentiation,$^{80}$ and they were upregulated on both rGO-containing fibrous scaffolds. The rGO/PEA P scaffolds showed a two-fold increase in gene expression compared to the PEA control after 7 days, demonstrating that rGO may have some effect in the cardiac differentiation of these cells. This could be due to the increase in conductivity or the presence of rGO and its nanotopography. However, it was interesting to see that the slightly less conductive (rGO/PEA)-CS scaffold upregulated gene expression with over 10x fold expression at all time points with both differentiation factors. CS appears to have a large effect on this overexpression, therefore promoting cardiac differentiation of MSCs. CS is thought to increase calcium transportation into MSCs for enhanced differentiation.$^{56}$ While the presence of CS appears to have a greater effect than the presence of rGO and increased conductivity, the conductivity may have to be further increased to see further change.

Cell infiltration is likely a challenge in these scaffolds, due to their electrospun nature and small fiber diameter. There have been numerous attempts to improve cell infiltration by
increasing scaffold porosity with varying rates of success and some include ultrasonication and leaching of a sacrificial polymer.\textsuperscript{3,4} When PEA scaffolds were exposed to ultrasonic vibrations, the pore area increased significantly (Figure 4-10B) showing that the vibrations did loosen and mechanically separate the fibers.\textsuperscript{4} While the pore areas achieved in this study via ultrasonication were not as large as those reported,\textsuperscript{4} this is likely due to smaller fiber diameters, which can lead to more dense fiber packing.\textsuperscript{3}

PVP has not been used as a sacrificial polymer before but it has been leached out in an aqueous solution in a previous study.\textsuperscript{68} It does not appear to be an effective sacrificial polymer (Figure 4-10); PVP had no significant effect on scaffold pore area and SPE. This means it is possible that the PVP was not entirely leached out of the scaffold and may be because the PVP fibers had larger diameters and therefore a lower surface area per volume that is exposed to water, especially in the inner section of the scaffold.

PEO has been used as a sacrificial polymer previously,\textsuperscript{66} but has not been combined with ultrasonication. Ultrasonication has been used to enhance the leaching of a sacrificial polymer but the concept has not been applied for increasing scaffold porosity.\textsuperscript{68} Leaching of PEO was sufficient to increase pore area at the 25/75 PEO/PEA ratio but not at the 50/50 ratio as seen in Figure 4-11B. At the 50/50 ratio, there were greater amounts of PEO fibers and the leaching time was potentially insufficient or multiple rinses would be required to remove the innermost PEO. However, the addition of ultrasonication compensated for this and further increased the pore area at both ratios. The combination of leaching and ultrasonication was increasingly important at increasing ratios of PEO. The potential mechanism for this is that ultrasonication loosens the fibers and makes it easier for more PEO to be leached out, even from the innermost areas of the scaffold. As well, at higher ratios of PEO, if all the fibers can be removed, there are a greater number of fibers that are removed from the composite scaffold, leaving behind larger pore areas. Overall, ultrasonication of PEA showed positive improvements in pore area as compared to PEA as spun, and the combination of ultrasonication and leaching of PEO as a sacrificial polymer showed even better results. This study shows the potential of a combination of methods for improving scaffold porosity, particularly with PEO as a sacrificial polymer.
Pore area, as previously discussed, was increased with ultrasonication, leaching of PEO and combination of methods. However, no significance was found with SPE. This means that while the superficial pore areas were increased, there was no significant increase in pore interconnectivity. This might be a result of insufficient loosening and leaching in the inner layers of the composite scaffold. Regardless, pore area is likely a more useful parameter; SPE has the potential to provide useful interconnectivity information using only 2D images but does have limitations given it is a simulated parameter.

These improvements are promising but require further optimization. A typical cell size is 10-15 µm, and require a pore size of at least 10-15 µm which is equivalent to a approximately 80 µm²; this is much higher than the pore areas achieved by scaffold modifications in this study. Achieving these pore sizes is challenging with electrospun scaffolds, particularly with fibers of sub-micrometer diameters.

2D image analysis was useful in its ability to analyze nanofibrous scaffolds that other methods are not able to analyze. Other porosity measurement techniques like mercury porosimetry and micro-CT are not possible with such small fiber diameters; the high pressure from the mercury porosimetry compromised the scaffold and the micro-CT could not resolve individual fibers. As well, 2D image analysis allowed multiple parameters to be obtained, including pore area and SPE. While there was some subjectivity in the manual selection of the top layer of the scaffold, blinded observers were used to select top layer and the bias was determined negligible.
Chapter 5

5 Conclusions and Future Directions

This chapter summarizes and highlights the relevance of the thesis and guides the future work.

5.1 Conclusions

This study modifies both scaffold conductivity and porosity. rGO was incorporated to increase conductivity, and a combination of ultrasonication and leaching of a sacrificial polymer was applied to increase porosity.

GO and rGO syntheses were successful. FTIR confirmed the addition and then removal of oxygen-containing functional groups through the oxidation-reduction method of producing rGO. The rGO produced through different methods resulted in different conductivities.

rGO was incorporated with PEA (and CS where appropriate) in films and fibrous scaffolds. The preparation of composite polymer films confirmed the optimum rGO loading concentration of 0.1 wt.%, because higher concentrations resulted in non-uniform dispersions and rGO aggregation. At this concentration, the PEA film did show a decrease in resistance due to the influence of rGO. rGO had a large effect on electrospinning parameters, and greatly reduced the voltage required for electrospinning.

rGO is not as commonly electrospun as GO, and rGO has never been electrospun with PEA before. rGO assisted in fabricating bead-free, uniform fibers, despite the lack of core-shell morphology. Even without core-shell morphology, the coaxial spinneret enabled PEA and CS to combine into a single fiber for the first time despite their differing solvent systems. Without rGO, PEA-CS included electrosprayed droplets, and the incorporation of rGO into the core, shell or both resulted in different fiber diameter and morphology.

The conductivity of the fibrous scaffolds was moderately improved with the incorporation of rGO in the (rGO/PEA)-CS and rGO/PEA P samples. (rGO/PEA)-CS had
the greatest conductivity of the coaxial scaffolds, likely because the rGO was trapped in the core during the electrospinning process, so was more likely to be fully incorporated within the fibers. rGO/PEA P showed the largest improvement in conductivity through in situ polymerization, which supports the ongoing potential of this composite preparation method. rGO/PEA P likely had the best dispersion and had the strongest interactions between rGO and PEA, resulting in greater rGO quantities within the electrospun fibers and greater rGO percolation. This resulted in greater overall conductivity, and was the first step in extending PEA scaffolds towards cardiac or neural tissue engineering applications.

All three scaffolds (PEA, (rGO/PEA)-CS and rGO/PEA P) showed no cytotoxic effects, and the rGO-containing scaffolds upregulated expression of GATA-4 and Nkx2.5 in iPSC-derived MSCs, known markers of cardiomyogenic differentiation. The incorporation of CS further upregulated GATA-4 and Nkx2.5 expression in (rGO/PEA)-CS. This demonstrates the potential for these scaffolds to support cardiac tissue engineering.

While the scaffolds were not cytotoxic, electrospun scaffolds typically do not promote cell infiltration due to their low porosity, pore area and pore interconnectivity. Ultrasonication of PEA scaffolds, leaching of PEO as a sacrificial polymer and combination of ultrasonication and leaching significantly improved the pore area of PEA scaffolds and showed a general trend of improvement in terms of SPE and scaffold interconnectivity. This novel combination of methods for increasing scaffold porosity did improve pore area but further optimization is required to sufficiently improve porosity of nanofibrous scaffolds.

5.2 Future Directions

To further advance this study, scaffolds should be exposed to electrical stimulation to properly evaluate their ability to propagate electrical signals and support tissue maturation. To improve upon the scaffolds themselves, there could be further optimization with the in situ polymerization process, and it could be extended to the coaxial scaffolds as well. In terms of the coaxial scaffolds’ core-shell morphology, a
second syringe pump should be assembled to allow for a higher shell flow rate. The ability to create a flow rate differential between the core and shell, along with further optimization of other parameters, has potential to produce a core-shell morphology. The scale-up of rGO synthesis could also be improved.
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Appendices

PB Monomer Synthesis - Acid-Catalyzed Condensation

\[
\begin{align*}
2 \text{L-Phenylalanine} + \text{1,4-Butanediol} & \rightarrow \text{PB-p-toluene sulfonate salt} \\
2 \text{TsOH.H}_2\text{O} \text{ (p-Toluene sulfonic acid monohydrate)} \quad \text{Reflux with Toluene at 140 °C for 48 h} & \rightarrow \text{PB-p-toluene sulfonate salt}
\end{align*}
\]

PBSe Synthesis - Interfacial Polymerization

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{PB-p-toluene sulfonate salt} + \text{sebacoyl chloride} & \rightarrow \text{PBSe} \\
\text{12 h} & \rightarrow 12 \text{Na}_2\text{CO}_3/\text{H}_2\text{O and CH}_2\text{Cl}_2 & \text{PBSe}
\end{align*}
\]

Appendix 1: Reaction schemes for PEA synthesis
Appendix 2: $^1$H NMR results for monomer (top) and polymer (bottom)
Appendix 3: Electrical conductivity measurement set-ups. Four-probe with source measure unit (left) and two-probe (right).

Appendix 4: The effect of rGO on CS electrospinning with CS (left) and rGO/CS (right). Scale bar is 3 µm.
Appendix 5: Electrospinning optimization for sacrificial polymers PEO (left) and PVP (right). Scale bar is 3 µm.

Appendix 6: Scaffold modification optimization. (Left): Different ultrasonication media result in different amounts of fiber swelling. 50 fibers were measured, * represents significance against the PEA as spun control, and # represents significance between groups where p <0.05. (Right): Effect of different ratios of sacrificial polymer where scale bar is 3 µm.
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